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Introduction

This study concerns the critical discourse and the reception of  American art of  the late eighties and 

nineties. This also entails current revisions of  modern and postwar art. Its point of  departure is the 

pronounced turn to the body in recent American art1) More specifically, this is a turn to a typically 

fragmented, desublimated, and supposedly culturally transgressive body, a body posing fundamental 

questions concerning identity, sexuality and gender. It is symptomatic that artists like Bruce Nauman, 

Louise Bourgeois, Vito Acconci, Cindy Sherman, Mike Kelley and Kiki Smith have been paradigmatic 

figures for the art of  the nineties. In different ways they are all artists who focus on the non-idealized 

human body.

 

I will concentrate on two discourses which I find particularly relevant to this “bodily turn”. There is 

on one hand the discourse around the abject, referring to Julia Kristeva and the appropriation of  her 

theory of  abjection in contemporary art and criticism. On the other hand there is the discourse on the 

theories of  Georges Bataille which have become increasingly important in contemporary art. In this 

context, it is especially his concept of  the informe as introduced into the critical discourse by Rosalind 

Krauss and Yve-Alain Bois, which is of  interest. I will discuss these two theoretical, critical complexes 

both separately and in polemical opposition to each other.

To my mind, this polemic brings the interpretation of  the recent turn to the body and its stated 

intention of  cultural transgression to a critical edge. The question about the nature of  symbolic or 

cultural transgression and how to conceptualize transgression will figure prominently throughout this 

discussion, both implicity and explicitly. Further, the abject/informe polarity (with the concept of  trauma 

as a possible mediator between the two) parallels to some extent the discussions on essentialism and 

constructionism taking place in the social sciences, humanities and feminist theory of  today, and thus 

the question of  reference. It posits a structural against a referential reading of  art, and in this way 

also relates to the age old opposition between “form” and “content”. In this sense the polarity deals 

with basic assumptions concerning the work of  art and its interpretation.

   

In the last part of  this study, I will focus on the reception of  the work of  Cindy Sherman as a case in 

point. Sherman’s work has been at the center of  critical discussions for the last fifteen years, and thus 

provides a site where major or differences in interpretation have been articulated.

   

This study refers mainly to the New York art scene of  the last few years and the critical discourse 

centered there. It draws especially on discussions in the periodical October, and the critics and art 

historians associated with it. This is in my view the forum with the most interesting debates and 

analyses concerning contemporary American art, and arguably also one of  the most influential. I will 

thus be discussing and referring to a selective but at the same time crucial part of  the theorization 

of  American art today.

   

Consequently, this is a reception study which discusses the new body art through its discursive 

setting. In this setting, theory and artistic practice are interlocked and parallell each other, together 

producing the meaning of  a cultural moment. I do not regard critical theory as something that comes 

“afterwards,” after the “real” thing, theory having a secondary status in regards to the artwork seen 

as a supposedly unmediated, primary given. Rather, these practices are linked, with neither one of  

them being privileged in regards to the other in terms of  truth or presence. Both critical and artistic 
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production are historical and symptomatic of  their time. This study will be synoptic. I will draw widely 

and selectively on different sources, and work through some dominant readings or theorizations of  

recent American art. My main interest has been to establish a clearer view of  the critical discussions 

which have taken place, and through that, the art “itself”. Hopefully, this synthezising effort might 

prove fruitful as an introduction to what are also central tendencies in contemporary art criticism and 

theory in general.

   

Three reconstructed memories might serve to bring some of  the issues crucial to this study to the 

table. They are for me initiating encounters with the above mentioned bodily turn in art of  the last 

decade. Visiting the exhibition Implosion - a postmodern perspective at Moderna Museet in Stockholm 

in 1987, I saw Cindy Sherman’s photograph Untitled, #177, together with one other of  her so called 

“disgust” pictures, as well as a series of  the Untitled Film Stills, for the first time. I vividly remember the 

mixed feelings of  repulsion and fascination which this image provoked in me, the visual shock, and its 

horrific representation of  seeming rape, hysteria, sexuality, death and childlike innocence. The image 

appeared strangely real and at the same time completely artificial. What became for me the Barthesian 

punctum of  the image, - were the the pimples on the girl’s behind, confronting me, the viewer red and 

infected, full of  pus just waiting to burst. The photograph left me with a physical sensation of  distaste, 

blended with a dark fascination. The image activated something which wouldn’t go away, making me 

wonder what imaginary sources Sherman was tapping? I will close in on this question in the last part 

of  this text where Sherman’s work is discussed.

   

Another deeply unsettling moment, was seeing the Morgue series by Andres Serrano at Paula Cooper 

Gallery in New York in 1993. The extreme photographic realism and high-art aestheticism, together 

with the unspeakable, real horror of  sickness, violence and death, made me nauseous and want to turn 

away. The fact that these were glossy, shiny and expensive art commodities provoked me in a second 

sense with uneasiness, in addition to the apparatus of  voyeurism of  the pictures, their depiction of  

dead people who could not defend themselves against the appropriating eye of  the camera. Part of  

this reaction arose perhaps from my anger at having to look at all this sorrow and suffering, of  being 

emotionally exploited. At the same time the images stirred a curiosity which made me look, out of  an 

urge to see and comprehend the incomprehensible and uncanny reality of  death, even though the 

“staged” character of  the images and the exhibition as such was obvious and evident.

   

A third encounter filled more with pleasureable fascination than horror, was seeing the Bossy Burger 

video installation by Paul McCarthy (at Luhring Augustine Gallery in New York, 1993). On a monitor 

was shown a videotaped performance done by McCarthy inside the sets of  an old sitcom. The video 

was shown with the actual set reassembled in the gallery. The action goes something like this: 

McCarthy is dressed in a chef  costume, with oversized clown shoes, plastic gloves and a cartoon-like, 

Alfred E. Newman mask. He begins by repeatedly banging the set doors and walking back and forth 

in the studio. He then sticks his fingers in a ketchup bottle at a kitchen counter, smears the ketchup 

all over himself, covers a chair with it and slides around on it, all the while talking to himself, groaning, 

crying, and filling yogurt cups with mayonnaise. He also cuts the ketchup bottle with scissors, puts a 

chopstick with mayonnaise up his behind, while repeating “Fuck it up the butt,” cuts off  the fingers 

on his glove, laughs hysterically while spinning around, hits himself  with a door, etc. At the end the 

video focuses on a hole in the wall. He peers through it and tries to push his face through it, climbs 
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up and “fucks” it. These are some fragments of  this chaotic and ritualistic happening. With this piece, 

we seem to be drawn into an infantile psychic space of  pure desire and aggressiveness, prior to 

subjecthood, symbolic order and culture. The performance submits excremental food-substances, 

“holes” and body openings into a turmoil of  primary fantasies, creating a space of  psychic regression 

and undifferentiation. Two words to describe this might be bliss and horror.

   

The kind of  extreme imagery used in these three instances (an extreme artificiality, realism and 

materialism respectively), apparently picture a presymbolic, unsymbolizable Real. At the same time 

they flaunt their own artifice, clearly part of  a symbolic order and signifying practice which can be 

circumscribed in terms of  popular culture or art history. In the next chapter I will take a look at some 

of  the main tendencies in American art and cultural politics of  the last few years. This will establish a 

broader discursive context for the mentioned turn to the body. My central questions are: how has this 

grotesque imagery been interpreted or theorized? In what way can it be said to be transgressive? 

And in what way might it merely be seen to be confirming cultural taboos.
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1. TENDENCIES OF THE NINETIES

I will briefly attempt to sketch a general but selective picture of  some of  the main issues and 

tendencies dominating American art during the late eighties and into the nineties. What will figure as 

decisive factors are the debates on censorship, the discussion around the Whitney Biennial in 1993, 

the role of  the periodical October, and the new interest in Surrealism.

“Culture Wars”

The debates concerning censorship, “obscenity” and public funding of  art raged around 1989-90 

but have set the agenda of  the cultural political discussion in American art all through the nineties. 

Few things can be said to have mobilized the art world to the same extent lately. In his book Arresting 

Images (1992) sociologist Steven C. Dubin argues that these arts controversies reflect broader 

currents of  social change, and that they have functioned as politically useful diversions from the real 

problems of  American society.2 (Henceforth, references will be given by the initials of  the cited text, in 

this case AI, followed by page number; the full title are given in the footnotes.)

   

He describes the post-Cold War U.S. in a state of  confusion and social crisis: “AIDS, homelessness, 

crime, drugs, a seriously overburdened health care system, the persistence of  poverty as well as the 

squeezing of  the middle class... By the late eighties governmental inattention, ineffective social policies 

and scandals made it appear that either no one was in control in American society, or that self-interest 

was the primary motivation of  those who were.” (AI: 15) He then explains the arts controversies in 

light of  this situation of  crisis and confusion: “whenever a society is overwhelmed by problems and its 

sense of  national identity is shaky or diffuse, a probable response is for states to attempt to excercise 

control by regulating symbolic expression. Whether the target is art or language, governments try 

to demonstrate their continued efficacy by initiating diversionary conflicts... they temporary deflect 

attention away from other concerns.” (AI: 19)

   

During the eighties there was a growing social awareness among artists, as Dubin notes: “A significant 

number of  artists began to incorporate political and social topics into their work in the eighties, a 

discernable trend unmatched in magnitude since their mobilization against the Vietnam War. This 

tendency burgeoned in two main directions. The first surveyed the landscape for signposts of  racism, 

sexism, and homophobia..... The second, related course was set by the devastating impact of  AIDS. 

Artists targeted governmental mismanagement and inattention to the problem, channeled grief  and 

resignation into action, and put a human face on a frightening pandemic.”(A1: 24-25)

   

The most heated and well known instances of  controversy sprang up in connection with Andres 

Serrano’s photograph Piss Christ (1987), and a travelling retrospective of  the work of  Robert 

Mapplethorpe which were shown in seven American cities during 1988-90. There were also a number 

of  other instances: An outdoor mural of  the black artist David Hammons, which depicted Jesse Jackson 

as a whiteskinned and blonde-haired politician, was attacked by black men with sledgehammers in 

Washington D.C. in 1989. In May 1988 a group of  city aldermen marched into the School of  Art 

Institute of  Chicago and instructed the police to seize a painting by a student which showed the black 

mayor of  Chicago Harold Washington clothed in women’s lingerie, claiming that the painting was racist 

and a disgrace to the city.
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With regard to Serrano, the controversy started with his Piss Christ being strongly attacked by 

republican senator Jesse Helms in 1989 as a “sickening, abhorrent, and shocking act by an arrogant 

blasphemer” (as cited in AI: 97). This happened after the work had been shown in an exhibtion 

entitled “Awards in the Visual Arts” which had travelled through to Los Angeles, Pittsburgh and 

Richmond, Virginia. Serrano had received $15,000 and the fellowship competition was sponsored 

by among others The Rockefeller Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA). The 

American Family Association and various political and religious leaders launched, together with Helms, 

a campaign that led to a tumultuous public controversy over state regulation of  art and the First 

Amendment rights of  artists and museums. It culminated in the annulment of  several NEA grants and 

the insertion of  an obscenity clause in NEA proposal guidelines.

   

Robert Mapplethorpe’s retrospective The Perfect Moment became part of  the same heated controversy 

when it was cancelled by the director of  the Corcoran Gallery of  Arts in Washington D.C. in June 1989, 

reportedly because of  what she felt was a too “heated political climate.” This caused a strong reaction 

from the art world with threats of  boycot, eventually resulting in the director’s resignation. The next 

part of  the scandal took place at the Contemporary Art Center in Cincinatti where the director of  the 

center was charged with, but later aquitted of  pandering obscenity by showing Mapplethorpe’s work. 

In a dramatic gesture, the police, armed with a search warrant, cleared the gallery of  visitors on the 

opening day in order to videotape the exhibit for evidence.

   

These controversies strongly resonated in the American art world in the beginning of  the nineties. 

In the catalogue to the 1991 Whitney Biennial curator Lisa Phillips describes a “culture under siege” 

and gives a telling picture of  the situation: ,”In the past two years, the bubble of  a boom economy 

burst and with it many things that had come to signify the excesses of  American life in the eighties.... 

With rising economic uncertainty and social unrest, a scapegoat was needed. And with the cold war 

over and the Communist peril all but extint, art and progressive culture became one of  the convenient 

targets for the reactionary right, a site where unfocused anxieties could be directed. In the realm of  

culture, pornography and obscenity replaced Communism as the new threat to American values. The 

increased money, power, and media attention artists attained in the eighties only subjected them to 

more intense scrutiny as they entered the mainstream. Beginning in 1989, a serious of  vicious attacks 

was launched against artists, cultural institutions and the NEA, intensifying into a heated public and 

political debate... The cultural community has been both shaken to its foundations and mobilized by 

the events of  the past two years...”3

The 1993 Whitney Biennial

This exhibition was symptomatic of  the new social and political agenda of  American art in the early to 

mid nineties, especially reflecting issues such as multiculturalism, and the critique of  representation 

and institutions. There was an explicit intention from the the museum to reach groups not usually 

drawn to the Whitney. Perhaps out of  a wish on part of  the museum to make a more pointed exhibition, 

this was also the first time one curator was in charge. In the catalogue text by the curator Elisabeth 

Sussman, the discussion around multiculturalism and identity politics is defended. She writes that 

“although sexual, ethnic and gendered subjects motivate the content of  recent art, these identities 

fragment but do not destroy the social fabric.”4 She lines up three criteria with which to consider 

the Biennial, to defend it against expected criticisms of  lack of  complexity and essentialism: “First ... 

art committed to ideas is not lacking in what are thought of  as the traditional aesthetic qualities, for 
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instance, sensuality, contradiction, visual pleasure, humor, ambiguity, desire, or metaphor. Second, 

works of  art that are related to particular cultural positions are not unchanging. We must not fall into 

easy essentialist definitions or ideas of  groups that are monolithically united.... The third criterion for 

viewing the art in this Biennial is a willingness to redefine the art world in more realistic terms - not 

as a seamless, homogenous enitity but as a collectivity of  cultures involved in a process of  exchange 

and difference.” (W93:14-15) She maintains, relevant to our discussion, that “a major synthesis of  

interest that has fully emerged in the early nineties is the body,” and continues: “This is indeed a 

collective subject, approached by many artists and critics in different ways and with many different 

suppositions of  what constitutes or is part of  the physical (including sex and gender) and the social 

(including psychological) body. “ (W93:15) The theme of  many of  the articles in the catalogue by 

noted scholars was according to Sussman, “the ongoing debate over the body and sexuality that has 

been at the center of  our cultural struggles.” (W93:13)

   

The social agenda of  much American art of  the 1990s was already present in the 1991 Biennial. 

Richard Armstrong from the curatorial team refers in the catalogue text to what he sees respectively 

as an “overtly social discourse” in the work of  artists like Mike Kelley, Jim Shaw, Allen Ruppersberg, 

Cady Noland and Jessica Stockholder, and to a “generational desire to make widely legible, socially 

instructive art” in the work of  Group Material, Tim Rollins + K.O.S. and David Wojnarowicz.5 In connection 

with Kiki Smith and Robert Gober he sees an: “urge to impart poetic force to so previously disdained 

a form as the human body,” and maintains that their works are “symptomatic of  a widespread desire 

to foster wider, metaphoric meanings, partly in response to a stark recognition of  mortality in the face 

of  AIDS.” (W91:14) In the same catalogue John Hahnhardt, commenting on the film and video-art, 

writes: “One crucial discourse concerns the changing definitions of  representation, in particular how 

the self  and other are encoded within social and cultural images and institutions.... How we represent 

ourselves and others is the fundamental theme that runs through all the work presented here.6

   

The “political turn” of  the 1993 Biennial soon became a hot topic. The exhibition was strongly 

criticized from conservative quarters for showing art lacking aesthetic or formal values. The critic 

Kim Levin, maintains that “the 1993 Whitney Biennial was irrationally attacked both from within the 

establishment art press and from without.” She continues: “The so-called ‘politically correct’ biennial 

may have been flawed but it was the first to include a significant proportion of  women artists, artists 

of  color, and socially engaged works of  art. Prominent art critics, some of  whom had previously 

criticized the Whitney for neglecting all of  the above, complained bitterly in print that they hated the 

show, thus finding themselves in bizarre agreement with religious fundamentalist groups, which sent 

letters to Congress to protest the Whitney’s display of  ‘vomit’.7 Levin characterizes the new socially 

engaged art in these terms:

It’s no coincidence that [it] embraces the deacaying, the “dystopic, “ the recombinant, the entropic, 

and the visceral, or that it is preoccupied with politicized issues of  cultural and sexual identity... In the 

United States, a widespread revulsion against purity and universality has been evident for the past 

few years in much of  the new art. A number of  things have rendered autonomous art irrelevant: the 

attacks on art by church and state, the AIDS pandemic, technological accidents, ecological disasters, 

homelessness, prejudice, governmental neglect, and other crises of  the physical, spiritual and social 

body. Many artists now feel that art can no longer afford to be autonomous, that art now has urgent 
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social purposes.... [T]here is nothing “correct” in any way about the best of  this issue-oriented work 

in which content and context are at least as important as form. (ICU: 206)

   We should keep Kim Levin’s statements in mind - drawing a picture of  a kind of  emergency situation 

- while looking at criticism of  the Biennial coming from other quarters than the fundamentalist right. 

The periodical October published a roundtable on the Biennial entitled “The Politics of  the Signifier: 

A Conversation on the Whitney Biennial.”8 It is of  special importance in the way it problematizes the 

above commented political turn and the concept of  the political in art.

“The Politics of the Signifier”

Hal Foster starts this October-discussion by postulating a certain “turning away from questions of  

representation to iconographies of  content; a certain turn from a politics of  the signifier to a politics 

of  the signified.” (066: 3) He sees two typical tropisms at work: “a turn to a theoretical concept and/

or a political position as content, as the message of  the work, “(ibid.) and maintains that this often 

leads to a lack of  consciousness concerning the work, its materials and forms, its way of  signifying or 

representing something. He criticizes the way theory and politics are often projected as extemal to the 

work and then brought back within as “content,” and sees a lack of  understanding of  how the artwork 

can be theoretical or political on its own terms, that is, on the terms of  the signifier. This opening states 

the discussion in the traditional terms of  content versus form. According to Foster, there is a tendency 

for theoretical concepts or political agendas to operate as content, with less concern for how a work 

comes to mean something, how it operates on the level of  the signifier.9 Doing so, Foster implies that 

there is a turn to a less mediated and reflexive attitude with regards to art making.

   

Rosalind Krauss and others of  the panelists follow up on this by remarking on what they see as a slide 

away from talking about the artwork itself, on the level of  the signifier. Instead, there is a pointing to 

ideas, or a use of  the intention or autobiography of  the artist, as seen in the testimonial character of  

many of  the artists’ statements placed in the Biennial exhibition. Miwon Kwon, on her part, criticizes 

the “institutional apparatus” (the Whitney Museum) for reading this work “in the flattest way possible.” 

(066:10)

   

Benjamin Buchloh questions a position like the one Krauss takes, which allies itself  with notions 

of  complexity, against what it denounces as a reductive or instrumental form of  making meaning. 

He postulates another model of  aesthetic production “which is the highly structured model of  

communicative action based on the assumption of  intentionality and communication, on very focused 

statements made in a preconceived mode of  adress - targeting specific audiences.” (066:9) He 

suggests that one might have to make a “sacrifice in the range of  aesthetic differentiations and 

subject constructions operative in the work,” (066:11) in order to reach an audience other than the 

priviledged one, and maintains that the “presumed capacity to read the aesthetic experience is not at 

all universal but is highly overdetermined in terms of  class, race, and gender.” (066:14) In this way 

an opposition is articulated: on the one hand there is complexity, mediation and reflexion, while on the 

other communication and instrumental activism. The discussion then turns around the concepts of  

aesthetic competence, audiences and how the Biennial seemed to depend on restrictive conceptions 

of  identity, how artists from marginal groups have to live up to certain preconceived notions of  
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“otherness” to be included. Foster criticizes the “realist code” he sees at work in this “pursuit of  the 

referent, in this search for the real - the politically real, the socially real,” where “proximity to the real 

is determined by signs of  oppression and emblems of  community.” (066:15)

   

At the end of  the discussion Buchloh rephrases his position by saying that he agrees with Krauss’ 

argument for a complex approach to certain types of  practices, but that this “does not preclude an 

argument that considers activist cultural practices that forego traditional notions of  differentiation 

and complexity for the sake of  specific cultural goals.” (066:24) At the same time he has some 

reservations himself, finding it problematic that the “politicization of  artistic practice ... may deflect the 

question of  what actual politics are”, and that the historical dimension seemed to have been eliminated 

in much of  the work at the Biennial, described as “this amnesiac condition in which much of  the work 

operates - for the sake of  an activist intervention.” (066: 25) Buchloh sees a contradiction with such 

“activist production”, namely that there can be no competence “without a historical dimension,” nor 

political dimension “outside of  historical thought.” (ibid.) Foster on his part cornments on how the 

whole discussion have reproduced arguments from Walter Benjamin’s essay “Author as Producer,” 

concerning where the political in art is to be located. Is it supposed to be “in the tendencey of  

the content, in the attention to form,” or, “in the place of  the artist in production and reception?” 

(066:27) He finds it problematic that the reality of  oppression is “conflated with a realist code that 

awards certain positions political truth on the basis of  essentialist associations.” (ibid.) We see that a 

discussion on essentialism is also implied in this redefined form versus content debate.

October. The Return of Surrealism

The periodical October where this discussion took place, is an important arena for critical discussions 

of  contemporary art in the U.S. It was founded in the seventies, focusing on “art, theory, criticism 

and politics.” The intent was, according to the founding editors, to claim “the unfinished, analytic 

project of  [Russian] constructivism,” together with the “unfinished project of  the 1960s, (the legacy 

of  the neo-avant-garde) for a consideration of  contemporary practices.”10 They did not consider the 

postmodernist watershed of  the seventies as a death of  the avant-garde and a new pluralism. Rather, 

this period was seen as “that of  late capitalism, a time of  continued struggles to radicalize cultural 

practices, and of  the marginalization of  those attempts through the revival of  traditional artistic and 

discursive tendencies.” (ibid.)

   

A theoretically and ideologically committed project, October also became important in presenting 

French poststructuralist thought for an American audience in the context of  art criticism and art 

theory, including for instance the psychoanalytic theory of  Jaques Lacan. In this light the critique 

of  the notion of  the body as something pregiven was a project in October from the start. In this 

theoretical climate, the body was seen to be constructed by different discourses, as heterogeneous, 

“as we define these constructions of  the spoken and speaking body, we encounter, too, heterogeneous 

configurations of  the body as resistant to or as escaping discourse.” (OFD: xi) The body in culture was 

thus seen as discursively constituted and outside discourse at the same time, as a border of  discourse 

opening onto something other.
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During the nineties October published special issues on themes such as, cultural studies, “High & 

Low”, Lacan’s concept of  “the real”, identity and multiculturalism, the reception of  Duchamp and 

“feminist issues,” the work of  Georges Bataille, “the reception of  the sixties,” and what turned out to 

become a crucial debate on the history of  conceptual art. Rosalind Krauss, one of  the founding editors 

of  October, has been instrumental in highlighting the importance of  surrealism and reintroducing it 

into the critical discussion through a new reading and historicization of  this movement. Her point 

of  departure has been the theories of  Georges Bataille, especially his concept of  the informe. For 

Krauss, this is a part of  a fundamental critique of  Greenbergian, formalist modernism. In addition to 

surrealism’s rising influence in theory and art history, during this time there had also taken place what 

one could call a surrealist turn in practice, a renewed interest in the legacy of  surrealism in terms of  

an anti-formalist, postmodernist art.

   

According to Hal Foster in his book on surrealism titled Compulsive Beauty (1993), surrealism - 

including such figures as Duchamp and Bataille - is today a “a site of  an agonistic modernism within 

official modernism.”11 He claims surrealism’s critical value and importance today through its status as 

a “nodal point of  the three fundamental discourses of  modernity - psychoanalysis, cultural Marxism, 

and ethnology - all of  which inform surrealism as it in turn develops them.” (CB: xiv) Surrealism has 

in his view been repressed in Anglo-American accounts of  modernism, “repressed in abstractionist 

histories founded on cubism ... it was also displaced in neo-avantgarde accounts focused on dada 

and Russian constructivisrn.” (CB: xi-xii) The contemporary return is in his view premised on the 

postmodernist art of  the 1970s and 1980s with its “critique of  media images and institutional 

apparatuses ... [and] analysis of  the sexual determination of  subjectivity and the social construction 

of  identity.” He concludes: “surrealism became a retroactive point of  reference for postmodernist art, 

especially of  its critique of  representation.” (CB: xiii)

   

Many (re)turns in the art of  the nineties are postulated in this chapter: a turn to the political/social, to 

the referent and to surrealism, and above all in the context of  this study, mixed with the aforementioned: 

a turn to the body. This is the territory which I am going to investigate in the following section: central 

aspects of  the reception and interpretation of  the new body-related art of  the nineties.
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2. ABJECT, INFORME AND TRAUMA: Differences of Interpretation

In his book The Return of  the Real (1996) Hal Foster postulates two main directions in the art of  the 

early nineties: one towards the body and the abject, another towards the social and the site-specific. 

He compares the situation of  the nineties to the simulationist art of  the eighties in this way: “From 

a conventionalist regime where nothing is real and the subject is superficial, much contemporary art 

presents reality in the form of  trauma and the subject in the social depth of  its own identity.12 Foster 

reads this respectively as a “turn to the real “ and a “turn to the referent.”

   

It is the advent of  the bodily, which I am concerned with here. The body in contemporary American art 

is represented as vulnerable, wounded, gendered, sexual, fragmented, horrific, uncanny, scatological 

and excessive. This pertains to artists like Mike Kelley, John Miller, Paul McCarthy, Kiki Smith, Robert 

Gober, Cindy Sherman and Andres Serrano, as well as a number of  others.

   

Around these tendencies different discourses have crystallized. I will focus especially on the concepts 

of  the abject and the informe. A discussion of  these concepts and the polemics they have aroused will 

hopefully make explicit what is possibly at stake in this recent turning towards the body, and contribute 

to a critical understanding of  it. Both of  these concepts, in their contemporary currency, originated 

with the French philosopher and writer Georges Bataille (1897-1962). Through French theoreticians 

like Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, Bataille has become a central stimulus 

in post- structuralist thought. His theories were taken up in the critical discourse of  art in the U.S. 

through the reception of  poststructuralism, and through new readings of  surrealism where Bataille 

was as an important dissident figure.

   

The concept of  the abject in contemporary art discourse is often thought to derive from Julia 

Kristeva’s book Powers of  Horror13 Informe, or formless has been introduced into the art historical 

and critical discourse by Rosalind Krauss, who has used it primarily in a rereading of  surrealism. She, 

along with Yves-Alain Bois, has also activated it in a revision of  the history of  modernism, while at the 

same time relating it to contemporary art. Critical of  the so called “cult of  abjection” in contemporary 

art, Krauss takes particular issue with Kristeva’s way of  defining abjection. At the bottom of  this is a 

difference in the interpretation of  Bataille.

   

Positing these two concepts in opposition to each other involves necessarily a simplification of  complex 

matters. To establish a more nuanced and inclusive view, I will refer to Hal Foster’s use of  the concept 

of  trauma in the interpretation of  the art of  the nineties, mentioned above. He takes a kind of  third 

position with regards to the informe and the abject, placing them within a more historical frame. He 

maintains that a shift in conception has taken place in art and culture today “from reality as an effect 

of  representation to the real as a thing of  trauma,” a shift that may be “definitive in contemporary 

art, let alone in contemporary theory, fiction, and film.” (RR: 146) I will discuss these three” positions: 

abjection/informe/trauma, separately and in relation to each other.

The Abject

I will briefly sketch Kristeva’s concept of  abjection in the context of  her thought in general. This will 

be done especially by refering to Toril Moi’s introduction of  her thinking in The Kristeva Reader14 

Kristeva’s early work from the sixties was mainly situated in the field of  linguistics. Her basis was 
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Marxist theory and Russian Formalism, especially Mikhail Bakhtin and his ideas on “dialogism” and 

“the carnivalesque.” A third important influence was the philosophy of  Hegel. Very early on, she 

formulated a critique of  what she saw as structuralism’s static, deterministic conception of  language. 

In opposition to the “high structuralism” of  the sixties she called for a semiotics or semanalysis of  

the speaking subject, where the dynamic and processual character of  language was of  primary 

importance. In her words, language and meaning is a signifying process. She sees the subject as 

split between biophysical processes or Freudian drives and social structures, such as the family, 

conditions of  production etc. Accordingly, language is viewed as a given structure each human being 

must necessarily be subjected to. At the same time the material aspects of  language opens onto a 

transgression of  the symbolic order, based on the workings of  libidinal desire.

   

Psychoanalytic theory became increasingly important in Julia Kristeva’s work during the seventies, as 

she began to theorize the workings of  poetic, transgressive language. In her work from this era she 

envisions the signifying process as a dynamic consisting of  two processes which together make up any 

production of  meaning: the semiotic and the symbolic, concepts directly related to the psychoanalytic 

theories of  Jacques Lacan. According to Moi, “Kristeva transforms Lacan’s distinction between the 

imaginary and the symbolic order into a distinction between the semiotic and the symbolic,” this 

being part of  Kristeva’s examination of  “the status of  the subject and of  the question of  identity in 

psychoanalysis.” (KR: 12)

   

To describe the semiotic Kristeva introduces the somewhat obscure term chora. It is borrowed from 

Plato’s dialogue Timaeus and means in Greek “mark”, “receptacle” and “womb.” Plato understands 

this term as something nourishing and maternal, with strong feminine connotations. It is describe by 

Kristeva as: “an essentially mobile and extremely provisional articulation constituted by movements 

and their ephemeral stases.... Neither model nor copy, the chora precedes and underlies figuration 

and thus specularization, and is analogous only to vocal or kinetic rhythm.” (KR: 94). The chora is 

a pre-symbolic instance, a “rhythmic space,” the psychosomatic origin of  meaning. It is deprived of  

unity or identity, but is nevertheless somehow organized. Kristeva describes it as an “ordering of  

the drives” through its being subject to “natural or sociohistorical constraints such as the biological 

difference between the sexes or family structure”. (ibid)

   

When the child enters the symbolic order of  language the chora becomes repressed, while continuing 

to be a heterogeneous force inside the symbolic. In the words of  Moi, following Kristeva: “The semiotic 

continuum must be split if  signification is to be produced.... [This] enabling the subject to attribute 

differences and thus signification to what was the ceaseless hetereogeneity of  the chora. Following 

Lacan, Kristeva posits the mirror phase as the first step that permits ‘the constitution of  objects 

detached from the semiotic chora,’ and the Oedipal phase with its threat of  castration as the moment 

in which the process of  separation or splitting is fully achieved. Once the subject has entered into the 

symbolic order, the chora will be more or less successfully repressed and can be perceived only as 

a pulsional pressure on or within symbolic language.... It constitutes the heterogeneous, disruptive 

dimension of  language...” (KR: 13) This is the core of  Kristeva’s theory of  transgression, as the 

heterogeneous other to the symbolic order.
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Kristeva regards the anal and oral drives of  the the chora as oriented towards and structured around 

the mothers body. According to her, the mother’s body “mediates the symbolic law organizing social 

relations and becomes the ordering principle of  the semiotic chora.” (KR: 95). In the late seventies 

Kristeva’s interest in the feminine is continued, according to Moi, as an “examination of  the problems 

of  femininity and motherhood, either as embodied in Western representations of  women or mothers, 

or as an area posing new theoretical problems for the psychoanalyst.” (KR: 7) In Powers of  Horror 

(1980) she endeavors to rethink the psychoanalytic status of  the mother. This essay is part of  

Kristeva’s so called “psychoanalytic trilogy”, which also consists of  Tales of  Love (1983) and Black 

Sun: Depression and Melancholia (1987). They deal with three aspects of  primary narcissism. Powers 

addresses the constitution of  the subject in its negative aspect as disgust and repulsion. Tales is 

about the positive, opposite side of  this, how the subject identifies with and idealizes its objects. Black 

Sun deals with depression and melancholia which Kristeva relates to a lack of  mourning for the lost 

mother-object. These are seen as three fundamental structurations of  subjectivity, related specifically 

to our own times.

   

Powers of  Horror is based on a psychoanalytical theory of  the subject, the subject as grounded in 

a primary loss through the separation from the mother. Kristeva describes the repulsion or disgust 

necessary for the subject to consitute itself  as a subject and enter into the symbolic order of  language. 

She also describes how this negativity expresses itself  in culture, more specifically in religion and 

modern literature, devoting a large portion of  the book to a discussion of  the work of  the French 

author Celine. To indicate what Kristeva means by the concept of  the abject I will focus on the first 

chapter of  Powers where she gives a first “phenomenological” description of  it.

   

Kristeva starts by describing the abject as something which is neither subject nor object, but an 

untolerable threat against a not-yet formed subject. It is not a defineable object but something 

violently expelled, abjected. In her own words: “What is abject ... is radically excluded and draws me 

towards the place where meaning collapses.... On the edge of  non-existence and hallucination...” (PH: 

2) The abject is thus something which threatens the subject and its boundaries, something which must 

be excluded. Kristeva describes food loathing as “perhaps the most elementary and archaic form of  

abjection” (ibid.) She exemplifies it by the skin on the surface of  milk, a primary substance associated 

with the mother’s body. She mentions the corpse as another example: “refuse and corpses show me 

what I permanently thrust aside in order to live.... There, I am at the border of  my condition as a 

living being.” (PH: 4) In more structural terms: “It is thus not lack of  cleanliness or health that causes 

abjection but what disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. 

The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite.” (PH: 5) Kristeva underlines the importance of  this 

ambiguous aspect of  the abject: “We may call it a border; abjection is above all ambiguity. Because, 

while releasing a hold, it does not radically cut off  the subject from what threatens it... Abjection 

preserves what existed in the archaism of  pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial violence with 

which a body becomes separated from another body in order to be...” (PH: 9)

   

Kristeva also discusses what she calls “the abjection of  self,” when the subject finds “the impossible 

within”: “The abjection of  self  would be the culminating form of  that experience of  the subject to which 

it is revealed that all its objects are based merely on the inaugural loss that laid the foundations of  its 

own being. There is nothing like the abjection of  self  to show that all abjection is in fact recognition of  
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the want on which any being, meaning, language, or desire is founded.” (PH: 5)

   

Kristeva relates the abject to the sacred, defined in terms of  defilement, taboo and purification; and 

also to literature mentioning how the abject is at work in Dostoyevsky, Proust, Joyce, Borges and 

Artaud. Both religion and literature is discussed extensively in the book. Kristeva maintains that a 

“sublimation of  abjection” takes place in modern literature, thus making literature “a substitute for 

the role formerly played by the sacred, at the limits of  social and subjective identity.” (PH: 26) Art has 

a certain task to fulfill with regards to the abject according to Kristeva: “In a world in which the Other 

has collapsed, the aesthetic task - a descent into the foundations of  the symbolic construct - amounts 

to retracing the fragile limits of  the speaking being, closest to its dawn, to the bottomless ‘primacy’ 

constituted by primal repression.” (PH: 18)

   

When it comes to the place of  the abject in the psychoanalytic cure, Kristeva understands the subject 

as being necessarily incomplete: “One must keep open the wound where he or she who enters into 

the analytic adventure is located... It is rather a heterogeneous, corporeal, and verbal ordeal of  

fundamental incompleteness: a ‘gaping’, ‘less One.’ For the unstabilized subject who comes out of  that 

... any signifying or human phenomenon, insofar as it is, appears in its being as abjection.” (PH: 27)

   

Moi summarizes Kristeva’s theory of  the abject in this way: “Neither subject nor object, the ‘abject’ 

may be defined as a kind of  ‘preobject’... The abject, then, represents the first effort of  the future 

subject to separate itself  from the pre-Oedipal mother. Nausea, distaste, horror: these are the signs 

of  a radical revulsion (or expulsion) which serves to situate the ‘I’, or more accurately to create a first, 

fragile sense of  ‘I’ in a space where before there was only emptiness. The abject does not fill the void 

of  the ‘pre-subjeet’, it simply throws up a fragile boundary wall around it. In this sense the abject (the 

‘object’ of  revulsion) is more a process than a ‘thing.’ Stressing the fact that the abject is not per se 

linked to dirt or putrefaction, Kristeva insists that it can be represented by any kind of  transgressive, 

ambigous or intermediary state.” (KR: 238-239) Concerning the latter point, it seems possible to 

trace two somewhat different versions of  the abject, abjection understood in structural versus more 

substantial or material terms. This is a crucial point concerning the critique of  Kristeva’s theory.

   

The question of  the “maternal body” as it figures in Powers, raises the question of  the materiality 

of  abjection. Kristeva states that “filth is not a quality in itself, but it applies only to what relates to a 

boundary... the danger of  filth represents for the subject the risk to which the very symbolic order is 

permanently exposed... A threat issued from the prohibitions that found the inner and outer borders 

in which and through which the speaking subject is constituted.” (PH: 69) This goes well along with 

Moi’s assertion that “the abject is not per se linked to dirt or putrefaction” and her structural reading 

of  the abject as something which is ambigious and transgresses borders. Still, the question remains to 

be asked, as Kristeva does: “Why does corporeal waste, menstrual blood and excrement... represent... 

the objective frailty of  symbolic order?” (ibid.)

   

According to Kristeva, woman and especially the mother, is the prototype of  what has to be abjected. 

She maintains that religious prohibitions and rituals of  defilement in patriarchal societies always are 

accompanied by a strong concern for separating the sexes, that women are experienced as a threat 

to the male, phallic power. The impure is typically what comes from the female body. Kristeva maintains 
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that polluting objects generally belong to two feminine categories: the excremental and menstrual: 

“Excrement and its equivalents (decay, infection, disease, corpse, etc.) stand for the danger to identity 

that comes from without: the ego threatened by the non-ego, society threatened by its outside, life by 

death. Menstrual blood on the contrary stands for the danger issuing from within the identity (social 

or sexual); it threatens the relationship between the sexes...” (PH: 71) Both of  these stems from a 

relationship with the maternal body. With regards to excrement she postulates a “maternal authority” 

(in addition to a phallic one), connected to sphincteral training, both oral and anal. This is an authority 

which in her words “shapes the body into a territory having areas, orifices, points and lines, surfaces 

and hollows, where the archaic power of  mastery and neglect, of  the differentiation of  proper-clean 

and improper-dirty, possible and impossible, is impressed and exerted. It is a ‘binary logic,’ a primal 

mapping of  the body that I call semiotic to say that, while being the precondition of  language, it is 

dependent upon meaning...” (PH: 72) The abject is thus thoroughly linked in her theory to the female. 

Loathing and defilement is seen as a “protection against the poorly controlled power of  mothers...” 

(PH: 77)

   

The latter remark points to Kristeva’s way of  reading Bataille regarding abjection. She states: “Georges 

Bataille remains the only one, to my knowledge, who has linked the production of  the abject to the 

weakness of  that prohibition [the incest prohibition] which, in other respects, necessarily constitutes 

each social order.... Bataille is also the first to have have specified that the plane of  abjection is 

that of  the subject / object relationship (and not subject / other subject).” (PH: 65) This archaic 

relationship to the object parallels then, according to her, “the relationship to the mother.” (ibid.) 

When considering reactions to Kristeva’s theorisation of  abjection in the next section, precisely such 

questions concerning femininity will be central. This will also be of  direct relevance to the discussion 

of  the work of  Cindy Sherman later on.

Readings of the Abject

Barbara Creed discusses Kristeva’s concept of  the abject in relation to horror films in her book The 

Monstrous-Feminine.15 She understands the female monster as it is represented in horror film as 

intimately linked to the the problem of  sexual difference and castration anxiety. Abjection is at work 

in at least three ways according to Creed: First, “the horror film abounds in images of  abjection, 

foremost of  which is the corpse, whole and mutilated, followed by an array of  bodily wastes such as 

blood, vomit, saliva, sweat, tears and putrefying flesh.” (MF: 10) This points to what I have earlier 

called a “substantial” reading of  the abject. Secondly, in more structural terms she maintains that “the 

concept of  a border is central to the construction of  the monstrous in the horror film.” The function 

of  the monstrous-feminine is to bring about “an encounter between the symbolic order and that which 

threatens its stability” (MF: 11). Horror film puts “the viewing subject’s sense of  a unified self  into 

crisis.” (MF: 29) The third point is “the construction of  the maternal figure as abject” in the horror 

film (ibid, my emphasis). Creed maintains that “when woman is represented as monstrous it is almost 

always in relation to her mothering and reproductive functions.” (MF: 7) Popular horror film is seen 

by Creed as a modern defilement rite whose major ideological project is to purify the abject, which 

involves a representation of  and reconciliation with the maternal body. Kristeva attributes the same 

function to modern literature. Creed’s general argument is very much in line with Kristeva, and can as 

such be read as an application of  her theory of  the abject onto a new topic. One could maybe also 
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see it as typcial of  a widespread and relatively uncritical reading of  Kristeva’s theory. In the degree 

to which Cindy Sherman’s work is related to cinematic horror, Creed’s argument is quite relevant for 

our later discussion.

In her essay “Julia Kristeva - Take Two”16 Jacqueline Rose carries out a more dialectical and cautious 

reading of  Kristeva. She detects an ambivalence at the core of  her theorizing of  the so called 

“semiotic” and something deeply problematic in her way of  positing the feminine or maternal. The 

main direction of  Kristeva’s understanding of  the semiotic, she maintains, is towards essentializing it: 

as a place of  origin, something beyond language, prior to the symbolic, as feminine, affective, bodily, 

maternal etc. Rose shows how Kristeva’s position on this is equivocal however, because she is also 

criticial of  seeing the semiotic as a site of  primary origin. Rose maintains that this concept of  priority 

also lies at the bottom of  Kristeva’s interest in the acquisition of  language and the mother - child 

relation. The order of  the mother and that of  the father is split. The maternal is associated with the 

semiotic and what is outside of  culture. This brings about what Rose sees as a reinforcement of  a “fully 

ideological division between maternal and paternal, senses and ideation” (JK: 153).

   

This leads her to a general critique of  the concept of  the semiotic: “It seems to me now that the 

concept of  the semiotic, especially in those formulations which identify it with the mother and place it 

beyond language, is the least useful aspect of  Kristeva’s work... For what happen’s to this maternally 

connoted and primitive semiotic is that it is first defined as the hidden underside of  culture... and then 

idealised as something whose value and exuberance the culture cannot manage and has therefore 

had to repress...” (JK: 154) Accordingly, Rose refers to Powers of  Horror as dealing with “the way in 

which the limits of  language and its dissolution are constantly thought in terms of  sexual difference, 

the way that cultures define and secure their parameters by relegating the woman to their outer 

edge.” (JK: 156)

   

But this is a double-edged enterprise. Kristeva’s theory is itself  implicated in those ambivalent cultural 

fantasies concerning the feminine which it tries to analyze, according to Rose: “Kristeva’s work splits 

on a paradox, or rather a dilemma: the hideous moment when a theory arms itself  with a concept 

of  femininity as different, as something other to the culture as it is known, only to find itself  face to 

face with, or even entrenched within, the most grotesque and fully cultural stereotypes of  femininity 

itself.” (JK: 157) Rose does not refute Kristeva’s work as such however, and still accepts its relevance 

in the way it is poised “on that interface of  politics/psychoanalysis/feminism.” (JK: 163) In light of  

this critique, Kristeva’s theory of  abjection is posited in a precarious balance, also relevant to ,,abject 

art” and the “cult of  abjection” of  the nineties. Its pretensions of  formulating the unspeakable, the 

“bottomless primacy” of  the speaking subject, might as well be seen as culturally stereotypical, its 

supposed “transgressions” instead being a confirmation of  the symbolic order.

In her book Gender Trouble17 Judith Butler is even more explicit and critical of  what she sees as 

the essentialism of  Kristeva. Butler doubts the viability of  Kristeva’s theory of  the subversion of  

the symbolic, which is placed in terms of  the linked notions of  the semiotic, the maternal body and 

poetic language. She reads Kristeva as challenging Lacan’s theory which holds that “the paternal law 

structures all linguistic signification, termed the ‘Symbolic’, and so becomes a universal organizing 

principle of  culture itself.” (GT: 79) Lacanian theory accordingly assumes that cultural meaning 
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requires the repression of  the “primary relationship to the maternal body.” (ibid.) Kristeva’s position 

on subversion counters this: she regards the semiotic as “a dimension of  language occasioned by that 

primary maternal body, which ... serves as a perpetual source of  subversion within the Symbolic.... In 

effect, poetic language is the recovery of  the maternal body within the terms of  language, one that 

has the potential to disrupt, subvert and displace the paternal law.” (GT: 79-80)

   

Despite this critique of  Lacan, Butler finds Kristeva’s strategy of  subversion doubtful, since her theory 

“appears to depend upon the stability and reproduction of  precisely the paternal law that she seeks to 

displace.” (GT: 80) More specificially, she maintains that Kristeva’s concept of  the semiotic is unclear, 

since it is understood as both emancipatory and at the same time leading to psychosis. Butler also 

questions the prediscursive status of  the primary relationship to the maternal body, and the meanings 

of  the maternal body. She states that Kristeva “safeguards the notion of  culture as a paternal 

structure and delimits maternity as an essentially precultural reality. Her naturalistic descriptions of  

the maternal body effectively reify motherhood and preclude an analysis of  its cultural construction 

and variability.” (ibid.)

   

A crucial point for Butler is how Kristeva’s theory fails to allow female homosexuality cultural 

expression, since it is seen as aligned with psychosis in its break with the paternal law. Poetic language 

and childbirth is the only form of  the semiotic which can express female homosexuality within the 

terms of  the symbolic in Kristeva’s theory. According to Butler, she “constructs lesbian sexuality as 

intrinsically unintelligible,” as a regressive libidinal state prior to acculturation from “a position of  

sanctioned heterosexuality that fails to acknowledge its own fear of  losing that sanction.” (GT: 87) 

This is premised on her view on Kristeva’s problematic appropriation of  drive theory. We know the 

postulated, subversive multiplicity of  drives only in and through its effect in the symbolic, Butler states, 

so how come we can verify their presymbolic status? “[H]ow do we know that the instinctual object 

of  Kristeva’s discourse is not a construction of  the discourse itself?” she asks. (GT: 88) She turns 

Kristeva’s model around, arguing that “representations preexist the drives themselves.” (ibid.) The 

question is then: “What cultural configuration of  language, indeed, of  discourse, generates the trope 

of  a prediscursive libidinal multiplicity, and for what purposes?” (GT: 91)

   

From this perspective Kristeva’s notions of  the semiotic, the maternal, the poetic come back as 

constructed, fully cultural terms. Butler concludes: “Because Kristeva restricts herself  to an exclusively 

prohibitive conception of  the paternal law, she is unable to account for the ways in which the paternal 

law generates certain desires. The female body that she seeks to express is itself  a construct 

produced by the very law it is supposed to undermine.... [I]t is necessary to take into account the 

full complexity and subtlety of  the law and to cure ourselves of  the illusion of  a true body beyond 

the law. If  subversion is possible, it will be a subversion from within the terms of  the law, through 

the possibilities that emerge when the law turns against itself  and spawns unexpected permutations 

of  itself. The culturally constructed body will then be liberated, neither to its ‘natural’ past, nor to 

its original pleasures, but to an open future of  cultural possibilities.” (GT: 93) There is no place 

outside culture from where transgression of  the symbolic order could take off, Butler argues from 

her constructionist position. Subversion has no natural or original grounds, but is based on turning 

the law against itself.
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 Butler and Rose launch a “queer” and feminist political critique of  Kristeva and her concept of  the 

semiotic. This leads to a reevaluation of  the basis of  Kristeva’s theory concerning her notions of  

cultural subversion and female identity. Creed on the other hand, primarily applies Kristeva’s theory in 

a sympathetic way to the field of  horror film with its images of  coded female monstrosity. This is very 

much similiar to how her theory of  abjection has been taken up in the art world.

Abject art

I will look at three instances of  how so called “abject art” has been defined and interpreted. In the 

catalogue preface to Abject Art,18 an exhibition made by four curators at the Whitney Independent 

Study Program, it is maintained that the concept of  abjection is a “central theoretical impulse of  

1990s art.”(AA: 7) They define abject art in material terms as “work which incorporates or suggests 

abject materials such as dirt, hair, excrement, dead animals, menstrual blood, and rotting food in 

order to confront taboo issues of  gender and sexuality.” (ibid.) Further, the curators place abject 

art within the context of  the nineties, referring to neoconservative politics, the censorship-debate 

and identity politics. They also see it within the perspective of  the “scandalous revisions” and 

“materialist debunking of  high art’s elevated status” which have taken place in new art history, 

mentioning Rosalind Krauss’s interpretation of  Jackson Pollock specifically. The artists (chosen from 

the Whitney collection) were among others: Marcel Duchamp, Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Cy 

Twombly, Clas Oldenburg, Paul Thek, Robert Gober, David Hammons, Mike Kelley, Zoe Leonard, Robert 

Mapplethorpe, John Miller, Bruce Nauman, Andres Serrano, Cindy Sherman, Kiki Smith, Hannah Wilke, 

and David Wojnarowicz.

   

In a catalogue essay titled “The Phobic Object: Abjection in Contemporary Art,” Simon Taylor categorizes 

artists like Sherman and Smith under the heading of  “monstrous feminine”/”female grotesques.” 

The work of  Kelley and Gober are placed under the category “abject masculinity,” while Miller and 

Hammons are seen in terms of  “political scatology.” The transgression of  the abject is defined by 

Taylor as “an oppositional practice rather than an ontology,” as an “insurgent materialism in art [that] 

asserts the claims of  the body, sensuality, and difference over and against societal repression...” (AA: 

59) Further, he sees it as an “assault on the totalizing and homogenizing notions of  identity, system 

and order. This base materialism in art confronts and transgresses social prohibitions and taboos, 

reenacting psychic traumas, personal obsessions, and phobias, and challenging the stability of  our 

bodily gestalts.” (AA: 60) The political claims made here for the status of  abjection were in my belief  

probably representative for a large segment of  the art community, at the beginning of  the nineties. 

The Abject Art-exhibition was attacked by cultural conservatives. It was also criticized by people in 

principle sympathetic to the intentions of  the project, as representing a too unmediated or simplified 

theory of  abjection in the arts.

   

Hal Foster, on his part, places abject art in opposition to the eighties’ detached simulation art. Further, 

he distinguishes abject art and socially engaged art as two main directions in the art of  the nineties. 

Abject art, according to him, “challenges cynicism with abjection. Here the mimetic defense is no 

longer a simulated schizophrenia [as in the eighties] so much as a simulated imbecilism, infantilism, or 

autism ... the paradoxical defense of  the already damaged, defeated, or dead.” (RR: 124) Foster then 

identifies two different directions or strategies within abject art: “the first is to identify with the abject, 
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to approach it somehow - to probe the wound of  trauma.... The second is to represent the condition 

of  abjection in order to provoke its operation.” (RR: 156-157) Foster also identifies another difference 

within abject art by stating that “In the abject testing of  the symbolic order a general division of  

labor has developed according to gender: the artists who probe the maternal body repressed by the 

paternal law tend to be women (e.g., Kiki Smith, Maureen Connor, Rona Pondick, Mona Hayt), while the 

artists who assume an infantilist position to mock the paternal law tend to be men (e.g., Mike Kelley, 

John Miller, Paul McCarthy, Nayland Blake.)” (RR: 159)

   

Foster has some critical remarks concerning the conception of  abjection itself, and its pretensions of  

transgressing cultural boundaries and hierarchies: “If  it is opposed to culture, can it be exposed in 

culture? If  it is unconscious, can it be made conscious and remain abject? In other words, can there 

be a conscientious abjection, or is this all there can be? Can abject art ever escape an instrumental, 

indeed moralistic, use of  the abject?... The crucial ambiguity in Kristeva is her slippage between the 

operation to abject and the condition to be abject... For Kristeva the operation to abject is fundamental 

to the maintencance of  subject and society alike, while the condition to be abject is corrosive of  both 

formations. Is the abject, then, disruptive of  subjective and social orders or somehow foundational 

of  them, a crisis in these orders or somehow a confirmation of  them?” (RR: 156) A parallell to this 

conceptual slippage can be seen in the unclear status of  the semiotic in Kristeva’s thought, as pointed 

out by Judith Butler, the semiotic being understood as emancipatory while at the same time leading 

to psychosis and disintegration.

   

Another example of  the employment of  the concept of  abjection was the exhibition “Abject” organized 

by the Swedish curator Gertrud Sandqvist in 1990.19 In a text published in the magazine Siksi - nordic 

art review (3/90), she mainly see abjection in relation to femininity and the psychical constitution of  

the female child. This is underlined by the fact that the exhibition consisted solely of  works by female 

artists. In this case abjection was broadly used to interpret and connect the work of  several, young 

women artists.

   

A symptomatic and I believe, typical example of  art criticism which seemingly takes the 

transgressiveness of  the abject and the concept itself  as something given, without considering the 

difference noted by Foster above, is an article on Paul McCarthy in Flash Art by Michael Cohen. He 

paraphrases Kristeva’s descriptions of  abjection as a way of  explaining the work of  Paul McCarthy. 

For instance, after giving a description of  McCarthy’s performance Meat Cake Yum Yum of  1974, he 

says “What is this? What compels someone to subject himself  to degradation, and to revel in filth? 

It is abjection, the revolt of  being. What Julia Kristeva described as a threat that emanates from an 

indeterminable inside and outside.”20

   

The concept of  the informe has been seen as a critique of  this kind of  direct application which primarily 

defines the abject in terms of  material substances and gestures of  taboo. The discourse of  the 

informe is the second main topos in American critical discourse which I will now discuss.
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Informe

The concept of  the informe stems from the writings of  Georges Bataille (1897-1962) who was 

associated with the surrealist movement in France in the 1920s and 1930s. He has become a central 

figure in contemporary American theory and art, both as a part of  the above mentioned return of  

surrealism and the reception of  French post-structuralism. An underground figure in his lifetime, the 

interest in his work today is extensive. Bataille was educated as a medievalist librarian. At the same time 

he wrote pornographic novels, notably the Story of  the Eye, as well as essays on literary, philosophical 

and anthropological topics. He was editor of  the journals Documents (1929-30), and Critique (1946-

62 ) where the early work of  central intellectual figures like Maurice Blanchot, Roland Barthes, Michel 

Foucault and Jacques Derrida were published. This points to an uninterrupted connection between 

Bataille and post- structuralist thinking. In his thought Bataille undertakes a fundamental critique of  

Western reason through concepts like heterology, scatology, base materialism, eroticism and informe. 

Inspired by Nietzsche, he violently and critically attacks all philosophical idealism.

   

It was in the context of  the ethnographically oriented art journal Documents, which he founded with 

fellow rebel surrealists and more conservative art historians, that he first developed his “theory” of  

the informe. Documents presented articles on avant-garde and primitive art, and on popular culture. 

Bataille’s contributions often violated the general orientation of  the review according to Allan Stoekl: 

“In the Documents articles, Bataille’s attention wanders through a disseminated field, a labyrinth, of  

possibilites: flowers, excrement, toes, Gnosticism, freaks, mouth, sun, severed fingers. Even if  it may 

seem that one term is momentarily privileged (sun/anus), that term itself  only signifies the failure of  

all the terms to stand clearly in relation to a ‘higher’ signified. Indeed one could argue that for this 

reason, Bataille’s ‘terminology’ itself  (and his ‘theory’ as well) is fundamentally unstable...”21

   

Bataille’s thought is directed against any system, his strategy is above all to undermine humanism, 

as seen in the “Critical Dictionary” which appeared regularly in Documents. Here, the antisystem of  

Bataille is literally set in action. According to Yve-Alain Bois this “dictionary” remains ,”one of  the 

most effective of  Bataille’s acts of  sabotage against the academic world and the spirit of  system.”22 

It was never thought of  in terms of  a possible totality, and the very choice of  terms “plays on 

absurdity.” The entries in one issue was for instance: “camel,” “cults,” “man,” “unhappiness,” “dust,” 

“reptiles” and “talkie”; in another issue it was: “slaughterhouse,” “factory chimney,” “shellfish” and 

“metamorphosis.” (O78: 27)

   

The word informe is defined in an entry in this “dictionary.” This comes after two longer entries written 

by others, one on “spittle,” another one on “debacle.” In this entry Bataille defines his “dictionary” 

as giving the meaning of  words in terms of  what tasks they fulfill. This is also the way he understands 

informe. The entry in its entirety runs as follows:

   

A dictionary begins when it no longer gives the meaning of  words, but their tasks. Thus formless 

is not only an adjective having a given meaning, but a term that serves to bring things down in the 

world, generally requiring that each thing have its form. What it designates has no rights in any sense 

and gets itself  squashed everywhere, like a spider or an earthworm. In fact, for academic men to be 

happy, the universe would have to take shape. All of  philosophy has no other goal: it is a matter of  
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giving a frock coat to what is, a mathematical frock coat. On the other hand, affirming that the universe 

resembles nothing and is only formless amounts to saying that the universe is something like a spider 

or spit. (VE: 31)

   

Bataille defines informe as something that “bring things down in the world,” something that is 

fundamentally opposed to form or “the mathematical frock coat” given to things by philosophy. His 

examples of  informe are all gathered from what is coded as low, in terms of  animality - a spider, 

an earthworm - or in terms of  ambigious matter, “squashed,” with “no rights”. A term in Batallle’s 

dictionary, informe is also an operation. Denis Hollier describes Bataille’s understanding of  words as 

follows: “The distinction between words’ meaning and their job makes language into a place of  specific 

productivity. In language and in every connection to it some practice is at stake.... What Bataille calls a 

job... indicates all those processes of  repulsion or seduction aroused by the word independent of  its 

meaning.... Hence the word is the locus of  an event, an explosion of  affective potential, not a means 

for the expression of  meaning.... Bataille’s language opens up onto an incomplete universe with which 

his interrupted dictionary communicates through this very wound, through this very flaw that prevents 

it from folding back on itself.” (AA: 30-31) Yves-Alain Bois concludes concerning the term informe: 

“It is not so much a stable motif  to which we can refer, a symbolizable theme, a given quality, as it 

is a term allowing one to operate a declassification, in the double sense of  lowering and taxonomic 

disorder. Nothing in and of  itself, the informe has only an operational existence: its a performative...” 

(O78: 28)

   

Before getting back to how Bois and Rosalind Krauss have put the informe into operation in realation 

to contemporary art, I first want to introduce briefly Bataille’s concepts of  base materialism, the 

heterogenous, scatology and eroticism. They are all part of  this project of  “declassification,” his attack 

on idealism, which is seen by Bataille, with its metaphysical elevation and humanist underpinnings, as 

“the basis of  all philosophy”. (VE: 45) Bataille talks about materialism as that which leaves any idea 

of  form or order behind, a matter which is irreducible to systems of  scientific or political mastery. In 

his essay “Materialism” he criticizes both dialectical and scientific materialism for having only replaced 

one hierarchy with an other, putting matter “at the summit of  a conventional hierarchy.” (VE: 15) 

Such materialist thought is still looking for the ideal, “the essence of  things” (ibid.), a stable principle. 

Referring to Freud, Bataille calls instead for a materialism which is based on “psychological or social 

facts.” In the essay “Base Materialism and Gnosticism” he discusses materialism in terms of  the 

Aristotelian distinction between form and matter. This is a “metaphysical scaffolding,” an “arbitrary 

and even unintelligible” distinction, and Bataille continues: “Two verbal entities are thus formed, 

explicable only through their constructive value in the social order: an abstract God (or simply the 

idea), and abstract matter; the chief  guard and the prison walls.” (VE: 45) Referring to Gnosticism 

and its conception of  matter as an active principle, he defines base matter as “external and foreign to 

ideal human aspirations.” (VE: 51) The spit, spider and earthworm in his “definition” of  informe are 

base and low matter in this respect. It is “external” to what is homogenous.

   

Bataille’s word for matter which exceeds social homogeneity is the heterogenous. He defines as 

heterogeneous “everything resulting from unproductive expenditure [what is contrary to principles of  

classical utility]... everything rejected by homogenous society as waste or as superiour transcendent 

value.” (VE: 142) This includes “the waste products of  the human body and certain analogous matter 
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(trash, vermin, etc.); the parts of  the body; persons, words, or acts having a suggestive erotic value; 

the various unconscious processes such as dreams or neuroses; the numerous elements or social 

forms that homogenous society is powerless to assimilate...” (ibid.) The heterogenous is also defined 

by him in subjective and affective terms as provoking “sometimes attraction, sometimes repulsion, and 

in certain circumstances, any object of  repulsion can become an object of  attraction and vice versa,” 

and further: “Violence, excess, delirium, madness characterize heterogenous elements to varying 

degrees.... It is easy to note that, since the structure of  knowledge for a homogenous reality is that of  

science, the knowledge of  a heterogeneous reality as such is to be found in the mystical thinking of  

primitives and in dreams: it is identical to the structure of  the unconscious...” (VE: 143) Heterology is 

then “the science of  what is completely other,” with scatology being its more material counterpart. “It 

is above all the term scatology (the science of  excrement) that retains in the present circumstances 

(the specialization of  the sacred) an incontestable expressive value as the doublet of  an abstract term 

such as heterology.” (VE: 102)

   

Bataille’s thought is an attempt to think radical otherness, without making a new system or hierarchy. 

Eroticism, at the basis of  the sacred, is according to Bataille something which together with madness, 

violence, excess etc. opens up to otherness. It leads to a fusion of  beings and a transgression of  

boundaries. Hollier describes Bataille’s notion of  eroticism in this way: “Its function on the level of  

discourse is the same as on the level of  bodies: it weakens the discontinuities that create individuals, 

ruptures limits and frontiers (both physiological and epistemological) and adds incompletion to 

completion.” (AE: 74) It was in in connection with Alberto Giacometti’s work of  the early thirties and 

the eroticism of  his sculpture Suspended Ball (at a time when he was associated with Documents) - 

that Rosalind Krauss introduced the concept of  the informe into art history a second time around. In 

the following I will discuss hers and Yve-Alain Bois’ way of  redefining the informe in connection with a 

rereading of  modernism. It is from this perspective that they attack Kristeva’s concept of  abjection.

Modernism Against the Grain
  

Rosalind Krauss’s reading of  modernism in terms of  the informe, tracing a “hidden” modernism - began 

in the early eighties. This was initiated in her own words by two things: her working on “Giacometti’s 

connection to ‘primitivism’ as that was being rethought by the group around Documents,” together 

with her work on surrealist photography.23 In an essay on Giacometti titled “No More Play,”24 she 

discusses a group of  works Giacometti did in the early 1930s in terms of  Bataille’s theories, especially 

his way of  understanding primitive art, not as the work of  form but rather of  violence. Her thesis is 

that Bataille’s attitude “had a great deal to do with shaping Giacometti’s ultimate conception and use 

of  primitive material.” (OAG: 52)

   

Criticizing the formalist art-for-art’s-sake view of  primitivism, Bataille points to prehistoric art, where 

animals are represented naturalistically, “with perfect detail,” while the drawings and sculptures of  

humans of  the same period are crude and distorted. He sees destruction at the origin of  the impulse 

to draw, in the same way as he interprets the child’s scrawls as expressing a wish to destroy or 

mutilate the support. Krauss’ discussion of  Bataille’s understanding of  the concept of  alteration leads 

up to her later introduction of  the concept of  the informe. I will cite her at length:
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The term that Bataille finds to generalize the phenomenon of  sadism in both children’s art and that of  

the caves is alteration, and this word, in the precision of  its ambivalence, is characteristic of  Bataille. 

Alteration derives from the Latin alter, which by opening equally onto a change of  state and a change 

(or advancement) of  time, contains the divergent significations of  devolution and evolution. Bataille 

points out that alteration describes the decomposition of  cadavers as well as ‘the passage to a perfectly 

heterogeneous state corresponding to ... the tout autre, that is, the sacred... In the confounding of  

the logic that maintains terms like high and low, or base and sacred as polar opposites, it is this play 

of  the contradictory that allows one to think the truth that Bataille never tired of  demonstrating: that 

violence has historically been lodged at the heart of  the sacred; that to be genuine, the very thought 

of  the creative must simultaneously be an experience of  death... (OAG: 54)

   

It is precisely this kind of  logic concerning the production of  meaning that Krauss sees operating 

in Giacometti’s sculpture Suspended Ball (1930-31). This work caused a sensation among the 

surrealists, but is according to Krauss mainly to be understood with reference to Bataille’s thought. 

The transgression it performs, distinguishes it in her view from Breton with his rejection of  the sexually 

perverse, as well as Picasso’s playful transformations of  the human body around the same time. She 

describes its transgressive logic by referring to alteration and its “oscillation of  meaning.” She writes: 

“the signifier oscillates constantly between two poles.... For though the work is structured as a binary 

opposition, with the two sexes, male and female, juxtaposed and contrasted, the value of  each of  

these terms does not remain fixed. Each element can be read as the symbol of  either the masculine 

or feminine sex... The identification of  either form within any given reading of  the work is possible 

only in opposition to its mate; and these readings ciculate through a constantly shifting theater of  

relationships, cycling through the metaphoric statement of  heterosexual connection into the domains 

of  transgressive sexuality - §masturbatory, homosexual, sadistic - and back again.” (OAG: 62)

   

This is furter argued with reference to Roland Barthes’s structural interpretation of  Bataille’s 

obscene novel Story of  the Eye. In Krauss’s account via Barthes, the eye, as a globular element “is 

transformed through a series of  metaphors by means of  which, at any given point in the narrative, 

other globular objects are substituted for it: eggs, testicles, the sun. As an object containing fluid, the 

eye simultaneously gives rise to a secondary series related to the first: yolk, tears, urine, sperm. The 

two metaphoric series thus establish a system of  combination by means of  which terms can interact 

to produce a near infinity of  images.... Deprived of  a point of  origin in the real world, a moment 

that would be both their point of  departure and their sense, the story has no privileged term.... 

this collapse of  distinction between what is properly masculine and what is properly feminine, this 

obliteration of  difference, is for logic what perversions are for eroticism: it is transgressive.” (OAG: 

63) Here we have a precise definition of  transgression operating on an epistemological level. At this 

point Krauss introduces the term informe and compares it with the earlier one of  alteration, writing, 

“Informe denotes what alteration produces, the reduction of  meaning or value, not by contradiction - 

which would be dialectical - but by putrefaction...” (OAG: 64) She describes Bataille as one who uses 

“etnographic data to transgress the neat boundaries of  the art world with its categories based on 

form. This is the ‘hard’ use of  primitivism, as opposed to ... the ‘soft’ or aestheticized view of  it.” 

(ibid.)

   

Another notion which Krauss draws from Bataille in her interpretation of  Giacometti is “base 
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materialism.” She sees this at work in his “horizontal” sculptures of  the years of  1930-1933, 

describing the formal innovation of  these works emphatically as “wholly unprepared for by anything 

else in the history of  the medium.” (OAG: 73) She notes in these sculptures a “rotation of  the axis 

onto the horizontal plane,” a “lowering’ of  the object, therby joining it simultaneously to the ground 

and to the real.” (ibid.) According to Krauss, the vertical axis for Bataille “emblematizes man’s 

pretensions toward the elevated, the spiritual, the ideal.” (OAG: 80) At the same time Bataille insists 

on the presence of  “lowness as the real source of  libidinal energy,” lowness being “both an axis and a 

direction, the horizontality of  the mud of  the real.” (ibid.) In these terms, Krauss understands informe 

as a combinatory play of  signifiers, none of  them being a “privileged term.” This play destabilizes 

binary oppositions, and this destabilizing could well also be called deconstruction.

   

In The Optical Unconscious Krauss intends to present an alternative history of  modernism, “one 

that had developed against the grain of  modernist opticality, one that had risen on the very site of  

modernism only to defy its logic...” (OU: 21) She sees Duchamp as important to this anti-formalist 

counterhistory of  modernism. She describes it in terms of  “antivision” and “informe, mimicry, the 

uncanny, bassesse, mirror stage, Wiederholungszwang.” (OU: 22) The theoretical figures of  this history 

are “Bataille and Breton, Caillois, and Leriris, with, in the background, Freud. And in the foreground 

... Jacques Lacan.” (ibid.) Krauss emphasises the epistemological character of  the informe-concept, 

against any naturalistic emphasis, in accordance with her earlier use of  it: “Shapeless matter, like 

spittle or a crushed worm ... are instances of  formlessness. But far more importantly, the informe is 

a conceptual matter, the shattering of  signifying boundaries, the undoing of  categories. In order to 

knock meaning off  its pedestal, to bring it down in the world, to deliver to it a low blow.” (OU: 157) She 

underlines its non-binary status: “It is too easy to think of  informe as the opposite of  form. To think 

of  form versus matter. Becuse this ‘versus’ always performs the duties of  form, of  creating binaries, 

of  separating the world into neat pairs of  oppositions... Let us think it not as the opposite of  form 

but as a possibility working the heart of  form, to erode it from within .... a structure destabilizing the 

game in the very act of  following the rules.” (OU: 166)

   

The Optical Unconscious, together with her earlier work on surrealism and “anti-vision,” is literally 

the pre-text for the exhibition L’informe, mode d’emploi (translated into English as Formless: A User’s 

Guide) which she organized with Yve-Alain Bois, for the Centre Georges Pompidous in Paris in the 

summer of  1996. Here the concept of  the informe was put to use in a reinterpretation of  modern 

art from Duchamp through Surrealism, fifties informel, Pollock, Smithson, Morris, up to contemporary 

artists like Mike Kelley, James Coleman, Cindy Sherman and Allan McCollum serving as contemporary 

instances of  the four sections in the exhibition, which were entitled: Horisontality, Pulse, Base 

materialism and Entropy.

   

In his catalogue-introduction Bois discusses Bataille’s interpretation of  Manet’s “scandalous” 

paintings in terms of  the informe. Bois maintains, in line with Krauss, that it is “neither the ‘form’ nor 

the ‘content’ that interests Bataille, but the operation that ensures that neither one is any longer in 

its place. In this operation of  slippage we can see a version of  what Bataille calls the informe.... (W)

ith regard to the informe, it is a matter instead of  locating a certain number of  operations that brush 

modernism against the grain, and of  doing so without... countering modernism’s formal certainties by 

means of  the more reassuring and naive ones of  meaning.” (O78: 25) This makes explicit how Krauss 
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and Bois interpret Bataille and his concept of  the informe. This operational and epistemological 

emphasis concerning the informe and its transgressions is the basis from which they attack Kristeva’s 

concept of  abjection as well as the “rush to the signified” of  1990s art.

Polemics: Informe versus Abject

In her afterword in the informe-exhibition catalogue, “Informe without Conclusion”25 translated in 

October, Fall 1996 (89-104). Krauss is explicit in her criticism of  Kristeva’s concept of  the abject 

and of  “abject art.” Her point of  departure is an exhibition project planned after the l’informe-show 

and later withdrawn, which was to be called “From the Informe to the Abject.” Krauss reads in this 

title a belief  that the concept of  the informe, developed in the 1920s, fulfills itself  within the concept 

of  today’s abject art. In her view informe and abjection are instead contrary to each other, and 

abjection “must be differentiated in the strongest possible terms from the project of  the informe.” 

(O78: 90). What she deems to be a “spread of  ‘abjection’ as an expressive mode” is exemplified by 

Robert Rosenblum and David Sylvester nominating Gilbert & Georges’s Naked Shit Pictures as the 

best exhibition of  1995 for the December 95 issue of  Artforum; or the Feminin masculin exhibition at 

Centre Pompidou with its many “abject”-artists such as Kiki Smith, Sue Williams, Mike Kelley etc.; or the 

Whitney Independent Study Program’s exhibitions Dirt and Domesticity: Constructions of  the Feminine, 

and the above mentioned show Abject Art.

   

Krauss grants that Bataille himself  used the term abjection, and states that what Kristeva takes over 

from him is “the linking [of] the sacred to horrific powers of  impurity,” her theorization being “part 

philosophical and part pscyhoanalytic,”(O78: 91) based on her fundamental interest in the subject 

- object relation within a Lacano-Freudian context. Turning to abject art, Krauss writes: “The abject, 

understood as this undifferentiated maternal lining - a kind of  feminine sublime, albeit composed 

of  the infinite unspeakableness of  bodily disgust: of  blood, of  excreta, of  mucous membranes - is 

ultimately cast, within the theorization of  abject art, as multiple forms of  the wound. Because whether 

or not the feminine subject is actually at stake in a given work, it is the character of  being wounded, 

victimized, traumatized, marginalized, that is seen as what is in play within this domain.” (O78: 92) 

Her fundamental critique is that ... “’abjection’, in producing a thematics of  essences and substances, 

is in the strongest contradiction with the idea of  the informe.” (O78: 98) The alternative Krauss 

lines up is thinking the concept “operationally,” as a process of  alteration “in which there are no 

essentialized or fixed terms, but only energies within a force field...” (ibid.) We recognize this argument 

from her Bataillean interpretation of  Giacometti. Bataille is concerned with a “splitting of  meaning 

from within,” which produces the “inevitable waste of  the meaning-system” devoted to rationalization 

and assimilation. (O78: 99) Drawing on Bataille’s concepts of  heterogeneity and scatology, she 

emphasizes how for Bataille both the low and the summit of  society, the sovereign and the sacred, are 

unassimilable forms of  heterogeneity. This is an important point according to Krauss: “It is precisely 

in the way that these two ends of  the spectrum can be brought around to meet each other in a 

circle that short-circuits the system of  rules and regulated oppositions that Bataille sees heterology 

producing the scandal of  thought.” (ibid.) Via the concept of  the Lumpenproletariat she moves to 

a discussion of  Mike Kelley’s work which has been a key example of  abjection and “abject art.” Her 

conclusion again is that “if  abjection is to be invoked in relation to Kelley, it must be done (as is the 

case with Sherman) in a far more operational way than is currently available within the discourse of  
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the art world, with its insistence on themes and substances.” (078: 103) The function of  the informe 

is for Krauss to liberate our thinking “from the semantic, the servitude to thematics to which abject 

art seems so relentlessy indentured.” (O78: 105)

   

This polemic between informe and abject was voiced for the first time in a panel discussion in October 

called “The Polictics of  the Signifier II: A Conversation on the Informe and the Abject,”26 This discussion 

followed the one on the 1993 Whitney Biennial discussed earlier. Here, Denis Hollier has an interesting 

remark, expressing doubts with regards to how abjection or informe are rapidly becoming “master 

theories” (or narratives) in the art world. He reminds the group that all of  what Bataille wrote under 

the heading of  abjection were left unfinished, maintaining that: “this status of  incompletion is in part 

what is at stake in the informe. It is bizarre, then, that concepts like the informe and the abject come 

back today in discourses that are empowered with a strange authority, succeeding in writing Bataille’s 

last word.” (O67: 4)

   

Benjamin Buchloh introduces what becomes the central question of  the discussion: might there 

not be an alternative to Krauss’s polemical either - or, a third term between the purely structural 

and operational on one side, and a return to the referent on the other. He mentions Judith Butler 

as an example of  someone who thinks the abject both in structural and material/referential terms 

at the same time, in her endeavor to clarify the ideology of  homophobia. Hollier follows up on 

Buchloh’s arguments, stating that “abjection should be linked to the performative ... it is not simply 

epistemological; there is essentially a pragmatics of  abjection.” (O67: 7) In his view, the problem with 

Kristeva’s “thematizing approach”, linking the abject to “specific objects or substances” is that the 

position of  the subject as placed in a pragmatic reaction disappears.” (ibid.) This discussion makes 

for three possible differentiations with regards to abjection and transgression: an epistemological 

position, a performative/operational one, and a naturalistic/referential/substantial one.

   

Another passage worth mentioning is Hal Foster’s critique of  Krauss and Bois for resublimating the 

informe in the guise of  desublimation. According to him “the bodiliness, the historicity of  the informe, 

the base of  the base, all but drops out,” their declared debasing being “no more materialist than 

a move in a board game.” (O67: 12) He sees a “horror of  literalization” at work, for instance, in 

Krauss’s ironical remark that “the ‘body’ - as it has increasingly surfaced in current theoretical work 

- is rapidly becoming my phobic object.” (ibid.) Asking “But is the body literal?” he continues: “One 

reason the body is an obsessional site of  critical discourse and artistic practice is its ambigious status 

- both constructed and natural, semiotic and referential. And this ambiguity is always threatened in 

different ways. I think we need to be able to think those differences, and I am not sure that either a 

structuralist account of  the informe or a naturalistic reading of  the abject is much help there.” (O67: 

13) I believe this is an important remark, in terms of  redefining and exceeding the either - or terms 

of  the discussion.

   

Helen Molesworth wants to bring in the historical and social situation, saying: “I think holding nature 

at bay is now quite different from what it was in the 1960s and ‘70s. In a sense holding nature at 

bay now means holding HIV and AIDS at bay.... Things have emerged in a literal way now. Critiques 

of  ‘constructed’ identity become problematic when you’re on the street doing activism.... The fact 

that blood, sperm, and anality are the most charged terms of  abjection now has to be understood 
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in relation to HIV.” (O67: 15-16) The panel discussion ends in what Foster deems as coming full 

circle into “complete contradiction.” (O67: 21) In the next section I will look more closely at the 

interpretation he puts forward in his book The Return of  the Real, which makes it possible to establish 

a more nuanced view on the opposition between a structural and literal model of  interpretation.

Return of the Real: Trauma

In his book Foster postulates as mentioned earlier a fundamental shift in culture and art, “from reality 

as an effect of  representation to the real as a thing of  trauma.” (RR: 146) This involves a turning to 

the “violated” body, and to the referent in terms of  a “given identity” or a “sited community” (RR: 

xvii). Foster takes a “third” position somewhat on the outside of  the polemics between informe and 

abject. He is more historically oriented, and does not accept the polarized and seeming either - or 

logic of  this polemic. He opens up for the referential on terms other than the ones just referred to 

from the panel discussion in October. He postulates that a turn to a traumatic real is at the same 

time a turning away from dominant tendencies in art and theory of  postmodernism in the eighties. 

It is, he maintains, not enough to understand meaning as convention, simulacrum and free play. He 

bypasses the form / content opposition arguing for a simulacral and referential reading at the same 

time, especially with regards to what he calls the “pop genealogy” of  art in the last thirty years which 

includes pop art, photorealism and appropriation art. The pop genealogy is seen in contrast to a 

“minimalist genealogy” and its outspoken anti-illusionist position.

   

His use of  the concept of  trauma refers back to his book Compulsive Beauty (1993), where surrealism 

is read in terms of  the Freudian concept of  the uncanny, here understood as a “concern with events 

in which repressed material returns in ways that disrupt unitary identity, aesthetic norms, and social 

order.” (CB: xvii) This is the other side of  the idealized love and liberation with which André Breton 

wanted to associate surrealism. Foster describes this dark other as “traumatic shock, deadly desire, 

compulsive repetition.” (CB: xi) The experience of  traumatic shock is seen as being at the origin of  

surrealism, referring to André Breton’s experience during the first world war as an assistant in a 

neuropsychiatric clinic where soldiers with shock were treated. Foster argues that surrealism works 

over not only the traumas of  individual experience, but also the shocks of  capitalist society as well.

   

Foster discusses the poupées of  the surrealist artist Hans Bellmer, clearly relevant to Cindy Sherman’s 

“Sex Pictures” from the early nineties. According to Foster, the “erotic and traumatic scenes” of  

Bellmer “point to difficult intricacies of  sadism and masochism, of  desire, defusion, and death.” These 

concerns are for him at the core of  surrealism, since this also is where it splits into a Bretonian 

and a Bataillean faction. Fosters reading tends towards the Bataillean side with its emphasis on the 

dark, uncanny forces of  surrealism. This underscores the fact that the topical turn to surrealism has 

largely taken place with a new emphasis on the writings of  Bataille, together with a corresponding 

deemphazising of  Breton and his ideas. An example is Krauss’s reading of  Giacometti through 

Bataille’s concept of  the informe. Another point of  relevance is Foster’s assertion that the logic of  

surrealism is distinctively governed by two psychic states: “a fantasy of  maternal plenitude, of  an 

auratic, pre-Oedipal space-time before any loss or division ... [and] a fantasy of  paternal punishment, 

of  an anxious, Oedipal spacetime...” (CB: xx-xxi) This psychoanalytic interpretation is reminiscent of  

Kristevas conceptions of  the semiotic and the symbolic.
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In his next book The Return of  the Real, Foster reads trauma mainly in reference to Jacques Lacan and 

his concept of  the gaze. He develops his argument discussing Warhol’s “Death in America” images 

from the early sixties. He argues against interpreting this work as either purely simulacral or purely 

referential. This opposition is something one can see played out in the actual reception of  Warhol’s 

work: a poststructuralistic simulacral reading (Barthes, Foucault, Deleuze and Baudrillard) versus a 

“referential” reading of  different iconographic or social historical themes in Warhol’s work, like fashion, 

celebrity, gay culture etc. Thomas Crow and others). Foster argues that one should read these pictures 

inclusively, in both senses, and calls this third alternative interpretation “traumatic realism.” He sees 

a shocked subjectivity and a compulsive repetition at play in Warhol’s silkscreened works, as well as 

in his famous pronouncements like “I want to be a machine,” or “I like boring things.” Warhol’s use of  

seemingly indifferent repetition is understood by Foster as “a draining of  significance and a defending 

against affect.” (RR: 131) He concludes: “Somehow in these repetitions, then, several contradictory 

things occur at the same time: a warding away of  traumatic significance and an opening out to it, a 

defending against traumatic affect and a producing of  it.” (RR: 132)

   

The theoretical model behind this argument is Jacques Lacan’s theory of  trauma, which Foster 

describes followingly: “Lacan defines the traumatic as a missed encounter with the real. As missed, 

the real cannot be represented; it can only be repeated... [R]epetition serves to screen the real 

understood as traumatic. But this very need also points to the real, and at this point the real ruptures 

the screen of  repetition.... Lacan calls this traumatic point the tuché; in Camera Lucida (1980) Barthes 

calls it the punctum.” (ibid.) To understand this argument it is necessary to closer define Lacan’s 

concept of  the Real. One text on Lacan defines it briefly in these terms: “The Real order ... is linked 

to the dimensions of  sexuality and death. It seems to be a domain outside the subject. The Real is 

the domain of  the inexpressible, of  what cannot be spoken about, for it does not belong to language. 

It is the order where the subject meets with inexpressible enjoyment and death.”27 In another text on 

Lacan the Real is described in similar terms as “that which lies outside the symbolic process ... it is 

to be found in the mental as well as in the material world: a trauma, for example is as intractible and 

unsymbolizable as objects in their materiality.”28 The punctum or the tuché is where this inexpressible, 

unsymbolizable real slips through. In Foster’s view, the punctum in Warhol is especially located in the 

blurrings and slippings of  register in the silkscreened image. These are for him the “visual equivalents 

of  our missed encounters with the real” (RR: 134), and: “Through these pokes or pops we seem 

almost to touch the real, which the repetition of  the images at once distances and rushes towards 

us.” (RR: 136)

   

Foster goes on to discuss Lacan’s complex concept of  the gaze. This gaze is not embodied in the 

subject, it is rather in the world, preexisting and enveloping the subject from all sides. The subject 

is not the master of  this gaze and feels consequently threatened or castrated by it. Lacan visualizes 

the relation between this gaze and the position of  the seeing subject as two superimposed cones, 

overlapping in what is called the image / screen. This model will reappear in Krauss’s interpretation of  

Sherman later. Since it is also crucial to Fosters argument concerning the traumatic, as well as for his 

reading of  Shermans work, it is worth repeating. This is how the gaze is described by Foster: “[T]he 

Lacanian subject is fixed in a double position, and this leads Lacan to superimpose on the usual cone 

of  vision that emanates from the subject another cone that emanates from the object, at the point of  

light, which he calls the gaze.” (RR: 139) Not only is the world or the object beheld by the subject 
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from its geometral point of  viewing, like in the familiar Renaissance model of  perspective, the subject 

is also “under the regard of  the object, photographed by its light, pictured by its gaze.” (ibid.) The two 

cones are superimposed (cf. the illustration) so that the object is “also at the point of  the light (the 

gaze), the subject also at the point of  the picture, and the image also in line with the screen.” (ibid., 

my emphasis) The screen is an important term for Foster, who understands it as “the cultural reserve 

of  which each image is one instance,” or more precisely, it is “the conventions of  art, the schemata 

of  representation, the codes of  visual culture, this screen mediates the object-gaze for the subject, 

but it also protects the subject from this object-gaze.” (RR: 140)

   

This screen “tames” the gaze, and this is necessary, because as Foster puts it “to see without this 

screen would be to be blinded by the gaze or touched by the real.” (ibid.) This is also where we return 

to art. In Lacan’s view all art and aesthetic contemplation functions as a taming of  the violent and 

threatening gaze. Here Foster parts with Lacan, proposing that “some contemporary work refuses this 

age-old mandate to pacify the gaze, to unite the imaginary and the symbolic against the real,” and 

further: “It is as if  this art wanted the gaze to shine, the object to stand, the real to exist, in all the 

glory (or the horror) of  its pulsatile desire, or at least to evoke this sublime condition.”(ibid.) Applying 

this to contemporary art, Foster defines the appropriation art of  the eighties, with its constructionist 

vision of  reality as representation, as working precisely in relation to the Lacanian imagescreen. This 

is the point, where he postulates a radical shift in today’s art and culture “from reality as an effect of  

representation to the [Lacanian] real as a thing of  trauma.” (RR: 146)

   

He moves on to the work of  Cindy Sherman, pictured as an exemplary case with regard to this 

change. The presentation here of  Foster’s way of  reading Sherman will anticipate the discussion of  

the reception of  her work as seen in light of  the abject / informe discussion in the next chapter. Foster 

divides Sherman’s work into three stages which seemingly parallels “the three main positions of  the 

Lacanian diagram.” (ibid.) His interpretation runs like this: Sherman’s early work of  1975-82 evokes 

in Foster’s words “the subject under the gaze, the subject-as-picture, which is also the principal site 

of  the feminist work in early appropriation art.” (RR: 148) The subjects of  these pictures are primarily 

seen, captured by the gaze. And then, in the second stage: “In the middle work of  1987-90, from the 

fashion photographs through the fairy-tale illustrations and the art-history portraits to the disaster 

pictures Sherman moves to the image-screen, to its repertoire of  representations.” (ibid.) Foster 

sees a “turn to the grotesque” in these works. Especially relevant for our context is the fact that he 

discusses this in terms of  Kristeva’s concept of  abjection and then goes on to the concept of  the 

informe, seemingly unproblematically integrating them:

   

Here, as often in horror movies and bedtime stories alike, horror means, first and foremost, horror 

of  maternity, of  the maternal body made strange, even repulsive, in repression.... Such images evoke 

the body turned inside out, the subject literally abjected, thrown out. But they also invoke the outside 

turned in, the subject-as-picture invaded by the object-gaze.... At this point some images pass beyond 

the abject, which is often tied to substances and meanings, not only toward the informe, a condition 

described by Bataille where significant form dissolves because the fundamental distinction between 

figure and ground, self  and other is lost, but also towards the obscene, where the object-gaze is 

presented as if  there were no scene to stage it, no name of  representation to contain it, no screen. 

This is the domain of  the work after 1991, as well, the civil war and sex pictures, which are punctuated 
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by close-ups of  simulated damage and/or dead body parts and sexual and/or excretory body parts 

respectively. Sometimes the screen seems so torn that the object-gaze not only invades the subject-

as-picture but overwhelms it.... In this scheme of  things the impulse to erode the subject and to tear at 

the screen has driven Sherman from the early work, where, the subject is caught in the gaze, through 

the middle work, where it is invaded by the gaze, to the recent work, where it is obliterated by the 

gaze, only to return as disjunct doll parts. (RR: 149)

   

In relation to Sherman’s «middle period», Foster charts a trajectory of  the concept of  abjection from 

a horror of  the maternal body and substances like “menstrual blood and sexual discharge, vomit 

and shit, decay and death” (ibid.), to the body “turned inside out.” At this point, some of  Sherman’s 

images are said to «pass beyond the abject» to the conditions of  the informe and the obscene, where 

instead, the outside is turned in and the subject becomes invaded by the object-gaze, Thus, Foster’s 

way of  using these concepts is more inclusive than what Krauss or Bois would have allowed, using 

the abject, the informe and the obscene to signify different aspects or gradients of  the same complex. 

What he gains is a more «sensible» and less polemical way of  understanding these matters. At the 

same time, the concept of  informe loses its critical edge, compared to how it has been used by Krauss 

and Bois. It threatens to become just one more of  a number of  descriptive-metaphorical terms. An 

objection to Foster’s interpretation that might be raised is that it seems to explain everything too well 

(in this case Sherman), to be too rounded, that everything seem to fit (Sherman’s three stages fitting 

Lacan’s three aspects perfectly etc.) Artwork and theory is integrated seemingly without resistance or 

incoherence. In the next section Foster’s suggestive model will be contrasted with other readings of  

Sherman’s work, most prominently those of  Rosalind Krauss and Laura Mulvey.
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3. CASE: THE INTERPRETATION OF THE WORK OF CINDY SHERMAN

In her essay “Cindy Sherman: Untitled,” 29 Rosalind Krauss criticizes some tendencies in the reception 

of  Sherman’s work, arguing instead for a reading based on Barthes, Lacan and Bataille, in line with her 

conception of  the informe. Discussing the reception of  the Film Stills, Krauss sees a tendency to read 

into them a mythified meaning or signified, for instance in the effort to look for specific Hoolywood films 

supposed to be at the origin of  these images, or in the postulation that they are revealing Sherman’s 

own “deeper self” (Peter Schjeldahl), or more universally, “the mythic unconsciousness of  everyone,” 

referring to Arthur Danto. (CSU: 41) Krauss uses Roland Barthes’s concept of  myth, presented in his 

Mythologies (1957),30 to clarify what these kinds of  “myth-consuming” interpretations actually are 

doing, proposing that analysis or demystification of  myth is what Sherman herself  is doing in these 

photographs.

   

According to Barthes, myth is “a type of  speech” which “transforms history into nature.” More, it is a 

“depoliticized speech.” Political is here meant to describe “the whole of  human relations in their real, 

social structure, in their power of  making the world.” (M: 143) Myth he says, “acts economically: it 

abolishes the complexity of  human acts, it gives them the simplicity of  essences...” (ibid.)

   

Following Krauss, the myth-consumer fails to look “under the hood,” at the signifier, “that material 

whose very articulation conditions the signified.” (CSU: 28) There are in her view two opposite 

positions to take concerning the workings of  the signifier, a realist versus an avant-garde position: 

“working away under the hood, either on or with the signifier, is the effort perhaps to limit the 

possibility that it might produce a multiplicity of  unstable signifieds and promote a ‘sliding’, or blurring 

among them or, on the other hand, to do the reverse and welcome or even facilitate such sliding.... 

[S]liding and proliferation of  meanings have always interested the anti-realist (what used to be called 

the avant-garde) artist” (ibid.) To limit the unstable sliding of  the signifier versus welcoming this 

proliferation of  meaning, are the options given according to Krauss. In her view the meaning of  the 

Film Stills are conditioned by Sherman’s way of  working consciously on the level of  the signifier. Krauss 

discusses her way of  using framing, lighting, distance, camera angle, graininess, internal frames and 

depth-of-field etc. as meaning making devices.

   

One mythifying tendency especially criticized by Krauss is the feminist theory of  the “Male Gaze» and 

how it is used in relation to Sherman’s work. Krauss refers especially to a text by Laura Mulvey titled 

“A Phantasmagoria of  the Female Body: The Work of  Cindy sherman.”31 Mulvey places Sherman’s work 

clearly in the context of  a feminist aesthetics, more specifically a feminist theorization of  the body 

“as a site for political struggle” (PFB: 138), leading logically to a “politics of  representation of  the 

body.” (PFB: 139) Mulvey reads a “development” in Sherman’s work between 1977 and 1987 as a 

narrative where Sherman “dissects the phantasmagoric space conjured up by the female body, from 

its exteriority to its interiority.” (ibid.) In her view Sherman’s images moves from outside artifice to 

interior monstrousness and horror.

   

The images of  the Film Stills, at the beginning of  the story, are viewed as “a parody of  different 

voyeurisms.” This voyeurism is specified as “moments in which she [the woman protagonist] is 

unguarded,” or “in which her guard drops as she is suddenly startled by a presence, unseen and 

offscreen.” (PFB: 141) According to Mulvey, Sherman “makes visible the feminine as masquerade.” 

(ibid.) Coming to the “Centerfold” series from the beginning of  the eighties, Mulvey sees the suggestion 
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of  an interior space which initiates Sherman’s “exploration inside the masquerade of  femininity’s 

interior/exterior binary opposition.” Further, her “anti-fashion” series of  1983-84 suggests according 

to Mulvey “that the binary opposition to the perfect body of  the fashion model is the grotesque, and 

that the smooth gloss body, polished by photography, is a defence against an anxiety-provoking, 

uneasy and uncanny body. From this perspective the surface of  the body, so carefully conveyed in 

the early photographs, seems to be dissolving to reveal a monstrous otherness behind the cosmetic 

facade.” (PFB: 144) With regards to the “Fairy Tales” from the last half  of  the eighties, Mulvey reads 

their figures as “emanations of  irrational fears, verging on terror, relics of  childhood nightmares,” 

personifying “the stuff  of  the unconsious itself.” (ibid.) In the last phase, the “Disgust” pictures, the 

figure has disappeared completely from the scene. According to Mulvey, “nothing is left but disgust 

- the disgust of  sexual detritus, decaying food, vomit, slime, menstrual blood, hair.” She concludes: 

“These traces represent the end of  the road, the secret stuff  of  bodily fluids that the cosmetic is 

designed to conceal. The topography of  exterior/interior is exhausted.” (ibid.)

   

Having traced this “development,” Mulvey discusses Sherman’s “narrative of  disintegration, horror 

and finally disgust” in relation to the psychoanalytic concepts of  castration and fetishism. For Mulvey, 

Sherman’s phantasmagoria of  the female body has as its origins “the structure of  the unconscious.” 

(PFB: 145) Woman is seen as a site of  castration and this conditions the countermove of  making the 

woman into a fetish: “A cosmetic, artificial appearance then conceals the wound or void left in the male 

psyche when it perceives sexual difference. In this sense, the topography of  the feminine masquerade 

echoes the topography of  the fetish itself. It could certainly be argued that the metamorphosis of  the 

feminine in Sherman’s work traces this mythic figuration, and, in parodying the metaphor, returns in 

the last resort to the ‘literal’, to the bodily fluids and wastes that become condensed with wounded 

body in the iconography of  misogyny.” (PFB: 146) Mulvey sees a “collapse of  the female body as 

successful fetish” being played out in Shermans work: “Cindy Sherman traces the abyss or morass that 

overwhelms the defetishized body, deprived of  the fetish’s semiotic, reduced to being ‘unspeakable’ 

and devoid of  significance. Her late work comes close to depicting the Kristevan concept of  the 

abject...” (PFB: 147-148). In general, Mulvey reads Shermans work as a gradual movement from the 

exteriority of  woman-as-fetish (based on male castration anxiety) to the interiority of  what is hidden 

behind this veil, in terms of  the defetishized female body.

   

Krauss’s general critique is that Mulvey mythifies Sherman by rushing towards the signified, to an 

already packaged meaning, without tending to the operation of  the signifiers and the plurality of  

meaning. There are three main instances where Krauss in her text voices her criticism of  Mulvey«s 

interpretation, in relation to the Untitled Film Stills, the “Centerfolds” and the “Disgust” pictures. With 

regards to the Film Stills, Krauss rehearses Mulvey’s theory of  feminine masquerade which states 

that woman is nothing but image, spectacle and symptom in patriarchal culture. She is the signifier for 

the male other, a passive object of  the male gaze, a bearer of  its meaning. She is also the figure of  

castration, the unspeakable trauma which woman-as-fetish serves to conceal. According to Mulvey: 

“While providing a substitute and a replacement and literally a screen against a traumatic memory, the 

fetish is also a memento of  loss and substitution.... When Sherman depicts femininity as a masquerade 

in her succession of  ‘dressings-up’, the female body asserts itself  as a site of  anxiety that it must, 

at all costs, conceal.” (PFB: 147) Krauss maintains that it is “this very theoretical armature that 

operates in such a description to put a mythic reading of  the Untitled Film Stills in place, one that 
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is not taking the trouble, indeed, to look under the hood.... Mulvey ... is buying into a signified-as-

instance, a congealed sign, the semantic totality that reads ‘woman as image,’ or again, ‘woman as 

object of  the male gaze’.” (CSU: 56) Instead, focusing on the Untitled Film Still #36 (1979) and how 

it is related to a double photograph by Degas of  a female dancer - where one is a negative dark/light 

reversed, mirror-image of  the other, and where the dancer becomes phantom-like because of  the 

“extraordiary ambiguity of  the light” - Krauss concludes that it has “nothing in it of  the theorization 

of  ‘the male gaze’ and psycho-politics of  sadistic control.” (CSU: 61) Instead she proposes that this 

“kind of  backlighting...and all that it does to fragment the gaze, will emerge as a crucial element - or 

signifier - in Sherman’s work of  the early 1980s.” (ibid.) We will shortly return to Krauss’s theorization 

of  this “wild light” in connection with her discussion of  Lacan’s concept of  the gaze.

   

Krauss also attacks Mulvey in regards to the “Centerfolds.” In opposition to Mulvey’s reading of  them 

as dealing with operations of  feminine masquerade and fetishism already mentioned Krauss sees their 

point-of-view as an important signifier to reckon with - the fact that the camera points downwards: 

“It is as though the extreme horizontality of  the image’s format had suggested a corresponding 

horizontality in the image-field. From being a projection of  the viewer looking outward toward a visual 

field imagined as parallel to the vertical of  the upright body of  the beholder and his or her plane of  

vision, the view now slides floorward to declare the field of  vision itself  as horizontal.” (CSU: 89) The 

reason why this fact has passed by Mulvey in her Lacanian-psychoanlytic interpretation is according to 

Krauss “the insistent verticalization inscribed by all the metaphors that circulate through the Lacanian 

universe of  the subject - the vertical of  the mirror, the vertical of  the veil, the vertical of  the phallus 

as instance of  wholeness, the vertical of  the field of  the fetish, the vertical of  the plane of  beauty...” 

(CSU: 93)

   

Krauss locates the vertical axis of  form, coherence, beauty and sublimation. High art and the fetish 

of  media are also oriented along this axis. She then maintains that an important precondition 

for Sherman’s picture-making, was how, during the 1960s and 1970s “a series of  blows [were] 

struck against this fetish.” (CSU: 95) This is exemplified by how Jackson Pollock’s work was read by 

artists like Andy Warhol, Robert Morris, Ed Ruscha etc. as horizontal, operating in opposition to a 

sublimatory, optical and verticalized totality. This horizontalization implies for Krauss a desublimation: 

“de-sublimation is what she [Shermanj is encoding by means of  the /horizontal/...” (CSU: 96) She 

relates this to Sherman’s “bulimia”-pictures from 1986-87 where the horizontal plane is “forcibly 

associated with vomit, mold, and all forms of  the excremental.” (CSU: 97)

   

The “Male Gaze”-theory of  Mulvey is attacked by Krauss as fetishizing its privileged signified of  

woman-as-image: “it has had to blind itself  to its own fetishization of  the vertical. Which is to say that 

it has had to blind itself  to anything outside the vertical register of  the image/form. It is because of  

this that the theorists of  the Gaze repeat, at the level of  analysis, the very fixity they are describing 

as operating the Male Gaze at the level of  its social effects. And the symptom of  this repetition is 

the constant submission to the meaning-effect the system gerierates, a submission to be found, 

for example, in Mulvey’s steady consumption of  Sherman’s work as myth.” The difference is one 

concerning meaning - how it is produced, how it is grounded, how it is to be interpreted.

   

The third instance of  Krauss’s critique is in relation to Mulvey’s reading of  the “disgust,” “disasters”, 
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or “bulimia” pictures. As we recall Mulvey reads them in terms of  the completely defetishized female 

body, showing what the female masquerade or woman-as-fetish is meant to conceal. Krauss’s objection 

is again directed at how a signified meaning is packaged : “no sooner is it imagined that the ‘disgust-

pictures’ have produced the ‘unspeakable,’ defetishized body, than that body is reprogrammed as 

the body of  woman: the mother’s body from which the child must separate itself  in order to achieve 

autonomy...” (CSU: 193) Relating to Kristeva’s concept of  abjection which Mulvey is herself  referring 

to explicitly at this point, Krauss continues: “At the very moment, then, when the veil is lifted, when 

the fetish is stripped away, the mythic content of  a packaged signified - ‘the monstrous-feminine’ [cf. 

Creed’s theorization of  horror film mentioned earlier] - nonetheless rises into place to occupy the 

vertical field of  the image/form. The truth of  the wound is thus revealed. Decoded at last, it reads: the 

truth of  the wound.” (ibid.) Krauss’s alternative, then, is to look “under the hood”, at the workings 

of  the signifier: “under the hood of  the image all the signifiers of  the ‘disgust pictures’ are at work to 

desublimate the visual field. Not only the insistent construction of  the /horizontal/, but also the sense 

in which the random glitter of  wild light is leering at the viewer to configure the /unlocatable/ work 

together to produce a displacement of  the body ‘into the picture’ and to install it there as formless. 

This is a field without truth, one that resists being organized in order to produce /the wound/ as its 

signified.” (ibid.) Sherman’s pictures are of  a desublimated, displaced and formless body.

   

I will go back to Krauss’s discussion of  the “gleams and reflections” of  Sherman’s work. While 

critical of  Mulvey’s psychoanalytic reading, she none the less bases this critique on Lacan’s theory 

of  the gaze, referred to earlier in connection with Hal Foster’s theory of  trauma. Her interpretation 

of  Sherman differs from Foster’s traumatic reading since they place different emphases concerning 

the Lacanian “gaze.” The notion of  “gleams” include instances where Sherman uses backlighting, 

“forcing a glow to emerge from the ground of  the image, to advance toward the viewer, and thus to 

disrupt conditions of  viewing, producing the figure herself  as a kind of  blindspot.” (CSU: 106) Included 

are also instances of  what Krauss calls “wild light,” described as “the scattering of  gleams around 

otherwise darkened image as though refracting it through the facets of  an elaborate jewel...” (ibid.) 

Krauss specifies this “uncanny gaze” (in opposition to the “Male Gaze”) in relation to Lacan’s concept 

of  the gaze, as a gaze that “works against the effects of  sublimation.” (ibid.) This is the gaze we have 

seen discussed earlier by Hal Foster. It is not in or of  the subject, but rather in the world, preexisting 

and enveloping the subject from all sides, thus also threatening. Krauss connects it to the informe. 

She refers to Lacan’s discussion of  animal mimicry in his theorizing of  this gaze, how the subject is 

blended with the space, passing into the “picture” as a mere “stain.” This involves an experience 

of  being “dispersed, subject to a picture organized not by form but by formlessness.” (CSU: 109) 

The point of  view is fragmented, and any “coherence, meaning, unity, gestalt, eidos” are prevented. 

Desire exists here in the form “transgression against form.” (ibid.) Krauss sees this unlocatable 

gaze as increasingly married to the “horizontal” in Sherman’s work throughout the late 1980s, “both 

combining in a drive towards the desublimation of  the image.” (CSU: 111)

   

While Foster had read this gaze in Sherman’s work in connection with other Lacanian concepts like 

the screen and the Real, establishing the unspeakable real of  the object-gaze as a reference for 

her images, Krauss underscores the disorientating and desublimating effects of  the gaze in terms 

of  her model of  the informe. Krauss’s interpretive strategy is more structural and leaves the (final) 

meaning more open than Foster’s. Krauss’s basic argument follows Barthes’s theory of  how myth, or 
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«essence» are naturalized to cover a complex history of  human acts. Foster’s aim on the other hand is 

to construct a synthetic historical narrative, what he calls «a few genealogies of  art and theory», from 

the 1960s and up till today, with Sherman’s work as a temporary, exemplary endpoint. He allows to a 

larger extent than Krauss for a referential element, a narrative closure. It seems that Krauss denies 

any reference as a rationale of  interpretation, exept then in regards to what the image is doing, in 

terms of  desublimation, dispersion etc. There is also an outspoken strategic and polemical twist to 

her essay on Sherman, it is clearly meant to undo a specific way of  reading Sherman’s work. Her text 

implies polemically that interpretation should deconstruct any false essence or myths by tending to the 

structural and differential level of  the signifier, that this is the only way to open up for the plurality of  

possible meanings that a work might entail. Whether she actually allows for a plurality of  meanings is 

another question. One might understand the crucial differences between the three interpretations of  

Foster, Mulvey and Krauss respectively in terms of  their very different interpretive interests. In Foster’s 

case Sherman is part of  a historiographic project leading up to or seen in relation to a diagnosis of  

a contemporary situation, Mulvey writes Sherman into a narrative of  feminist theory, while for Krauss 

Sherman’s work is written into a polemical, ideological discussion concerning more general questions 

of  interpretation and meaning.

   

In contrast to Krauss’s use of  the informe as an interpretive tool, and her epistemological and 

operational conception of  transgression, both Kristeva’s theory of  the abject and Foster’s theory 

of  trauma seem to allow for what Krauss might call a mythified referent, although in very different 

ways. Kristeva’s theory of  abjection postulates a reference which is both material and phantasmatic, 

but nonetheless nameable: the maternal body. At the same time her theory also allows for a more 

structural conception of  abjection, as we saw, through her description of  it as: «what disturbs identity, 

system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules.» (PH: 5) Transgression is thought in 

psychoanalytical and mostly individualized terms, although abjection is also seen within a broader 

cultural perspective. The «sublimation of  abjection» which takes place in modern art and literature 

has in her view the task of  descending «into the foundations of  the symbolic construct», of  retracing 

«the fragile limits of  the speaking being.» (PH: 18) In Foster’s case, the major reference in his theory 

of  trauma is the Lacanian Real, conceptualized as unsymbolizable, inexpressible, thus posited as 

unnameable while also, in practice, named - as the unspeakable. Two other important signifieds in 

his narrative are the diagnosis of  a current artistic and cultural situation in terms of  the concept 

of  «trauma» and the description of  certain historical genealogies since the sixties. Foster portrays 

on one hand transgression ultimately as the encounter with the horror of  the object-gaze, with the 

cultural screen completely gone, while in another context, on more art historical level, he defines it 

as displacement, a necessary shift from «a logic of  avant-gardist transgression toward a model of  

deconstructive (dis)placement.» (RR: xii) Transgression is thus defined both psychoanalytically and in 

relation to a discussion of  the theory of  the avantgarde and what a critical avant-garde position might 

mean today in the nineties.

   

This study has touched on highly complex questions concerning the problem of  reference and 

meaning, interpretation and transgression. I do not believe that the above mentioned interpretive 

differences are easily settled (although I might be guilty of  simplifying them). They are far from being 

clear-cut and are not in any sense final. Instead, one might see the questions themselves, as posed 

by Krauss, Foster, Mulvey and others, as important markers of  the meaning of  the recent influx of  
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the desublimated body in art. 
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